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CHAPrER I 
Statement of the Problem 
To analyze the treatment ot World War II ·as recorded in ten 
J"unio:r High School American History Textbooks. A comparison of 
the books used in this study :will be made by means of such classi-
fication ,as extent or content treatment, geographical considers-
tion, men, nationalities, events, dates, maps, pictures, aids to 
teachiDg, organizations, and other miscellaneous details. A final 
step will be to summarize the stro:ng and :weak points of the various 
texts used in this study .as they :are noted in the research. 
Textbooks Are Important 
"Probably the most important of the forces directly responsi-
ble for American education bas been the creation ar the high stan-
dard .American textbook, which has long served as a guide for both 
teacher and pupil. With us the school textbook has always occupied 
1 
a position of importance.• 
"Textbooks render seveDS.l very important functions. They pro-
vide logical and appealing organization, they indicate the mininnuo. 
content at the subject; whil.e they seldom blaze new trails, they do 
1. Jensen, Frank A., Current Procedure In Selecting Textbooks, 
Chicago, J". B. Lippinolt Company; 1931 P• 7 • 
1. 
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provide a highway for carrying better practices to all the 
1 
schools." 
"In the social studies classroom the textbook is no less 
a tool for the achievement of the teacher's and students' pur-
poses then is the plane in the shop. The textbook to be sure, 
serves different fUnctions and is used in a different manner • 
• • • The textbook is .:e. very important tool. in the social studies • 
• • • The textbook is probably the best single tool available to 
2 
the social studies teachers.• 
Even .as the shop teacher sel.ects his tools with care and tor 
specific jobs, so should the social studies teacher exercise great 
care in the selection ~ this significant tool which p.lays such an 
important role in the American system of education. One way ot 
ex.amining a textbook is to compare it with others and see the way 
one event is treated in the various texts. This study will show 
the variations toUlld in different history books all recording the 
same event in history, World War II. 
Significance 01' World War II 
Worl.d War II was a desperate struggl.e- between two ideologies, 
democracy and :te.scist total.~ te.rianism. This was the costliest aiJd 
1. Wesley, Edgar B. and Mary A. Adams, TeachiAA Social Studies IJl 
Elementary Schools, Boston, D. c. Heath Company, 1946 p. 221. 
2. Cartm-ight, William H. 1 How To Use A Textbook, Number 2. Haw To 
Do It Series ot the National Council For The Social. Studies, 194'1. 
2 
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\ most destructive conflict recorded. 
This war "led to complete destruction o'! German govern-
ments, revision o:r Poland, incorporation of Danzig, absorption 
by Russia of Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, parts of Finland, Ru-
mania, East Prussia, Czechoslovakia; independence o'! Albania, 
republic in Hungary, Free City o:r Trieste. In Asia Hedjaz be-
ceme part of Saudi Arabia; Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Trans-Jordan 
(Jordan) and Israel established independence".1 
The second World War brought "complete defeat o:r Japan; par-
tial end to extraterritoriality; entry o:r communism as political 
force; movement o:r British, French and Dutch colonials :for sel:f-
govermnent, including recognition o:r India, Pakistan and native 
organization in Indonesia; independence o'! Philippines; expansion 
o:r U.s.s.R. in Outer Mongolia, Sakhalien, Kurilies; republic in 
2 Korea". 
The Second World War was significant in that the results e:r-
f'ected world-wide changes. We should be concerned as to how his-
tory textbooks present this conflict to our students, and this 
study has been made with this purpose in mind. 
l. The World Almanac and Book of' Facts :for 1950, New York, New 
York World-Telegram, p. 49. 
2. The World Almanac :and Book o:r Facts :for 1950, New York, New 
York World-Telegram, p. 50. 
3 
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CHAPrER II 
The Procedure 
Ten junior high school textbooks were selected. The selec-
tion .was based on two considerations, nemely: each text is used 
in public schools, and each text has a copyright date of 1947 or 
later. The ending of hostilities came in 1945 and it -would seem 
tbat at least two years should be al.lowed tor the textbook writ-
er to record the recent events of World War II. It has been -at-
tempted to include a cross section ot the texts in use in junior 
high schools. HO'Never, many schools have in use texts that were 
copyrighted before 1947. 
The first consideration :was the amount of space that each 
text devoted to World War II. This was determined by selectiDg 
various lines throughout each text and finding the :average num-
ber of words per line. Then a count -:was made in each text of 
the number of lines devoted to the :war and this was multiplied 
~ the average number or :words per line. A ca.re:ru.l estimate was 
made o:r tractional. parts or lines, that is all lines that were 
cut up by graphs, charts, maps, or incomplete .at the end ot para-
graphs. This method is mare accurate than only giving the num-
ber of pages because of the wide Vari·a.tion in type and size ot 
pages in the various texts. 
(! 4 
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Other procedures are: 
1. An actual count was made in each book 
of the number of times each countey 
was mentioned • 
.2. An actual count was made in each book 
ot the number of times each place :was 
mentioned. 
3. A list of :all maps .was made for each 
textbook. 
4. An actual. comt :was made in each book 
ot the number of times each person was 
mentioned. 
5. An actual count was made in each book 
of the .number" of times different na-
tionalities were mentioned. 
6. An actual count was made in each book 
of the number of times each organiza ... 
tion was mentioned. 
7. The events of the war were listed in 
alphabetical order. 
a. A list of all dates was made for each 
book. 
9. A list Of pictures was made for each 
textbook. 
=======F~~-~~-~~~-=============================================~====== 
10. All the :activities, suggestions :for 
study, projects and problems, readi:ng 
. 
lists, quizzes and vocabulary :words are 
included :for each textbook. 
11. A miscellaneous list includes all those 
i tem.s that could not properly be grouped 
under ·any or the ather headings. 
1 
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The ten junior high school history textbooks used are listed 
alphabetically below by authors. The letter preceding the names 
of each book represents the text throughout this work. 
l. A--Ames, Kerlin M., Jesse H. Ames and Thomas s. Staples, 
JI.Y America, St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1947. 
2. B--B&rker, Eu.gene C.) Henry s. Ccmmager and Walter P. Webb, 
The ,Building Of Our Natio.,!!, l:ITew York: Row-Peterson end 
Company, 1948. 
3. C--Compton, Ray, Freedom's Frontier A Histo~ Our Count a, 
Chicago: Lyons and Carnahan, 1948. 
4. D--Lansing, Marion, W. Linwood Chase and Allan Nevins, America 
In The World, Boston: D. c. Heath and Company, 1948. 
5. E--Moon, Glen W., Stozy Of Our Land And Peopl_E.!, New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1948. 
6. F--McGuire, Edna., and Thomas B. Portwood, The Rise Of Our Free 
Nation, New York: The MacMillan Co., 1949. 
7. G--West, Ruth, end Willis M. West, The Story Of Our Country, 
New York: Allyn and Bacon, 1949. 
8. H--Wilder, Howard, B.) Robert P. Ludlum and Harriet M. Brown, 
This Is America's Story, New York: Houghton :Miffin Company, 
1948. 
9. I--Wilson, Howard E., and Wallace E. Lamb, lunerican Historz, 
New York: American Book Company, 1947. 
10. J--Woodburn, James A., Thomas F. Moran and Howard c. Hill, 
Our United States, Tarrytown, New York: Benj. 0. Warren 
Company, 1949. 
1. 
CHAPrER III 
Analysis of the Textbooks 
The first consideration in the anal.ysis was the :amount 
of space devoted to World War II in each textbook. An average 
was made of the number of ·:words in the second line of pages 
selected at random. The total. num.ber ot lines in each text 
:was multiplied by the average number of words per line tor 
the text. A careful estimate was made of all incomplete lines, 
that is lines that were cut by pictUt"es, charts, graphs or in-
complete at the end ot paragraphs. 
The number of :words was divided into three groups. The 
first division embraces the events leading up to the Second 
World War until 1939 :when France and England declared war on · 
Gel"JIIaD.Y'• The second group covers from 1939 to the J'ape.nese 
a ttack on Pearl Harbor. The thi:rd un1 t comprises the treat-
ment from December 7, 1941 until the ending of hostilities. 
This method is more .accurate than givi:cg only the number 
of pages because of the wide variation in type and size of the 
pages in the different · textbooks. 
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BOOK A 
BOOK B 
IOlK c 
BOOK D 
BOOK E 
BOOK F 
OOOK G 
:OOOK H 
BOOK I 
BOOK ;r 
:OOOKA 
EOOK B 
OOOK C 
IOOK D 
:oooK E 
l300K F 
:OOOK G 
:oooK H 
BOOK I 
BOOK ;r 
=~~-==~======== -=-========~ 
TABLE ll>. I 
TCYrAL NUMBER OF WORDS COVERING WORLD WAR II 
FOUND IN EACH T.:E::rr 
Background to 
Sept. 3, 1939 
2,912 
550 
2,022 
2,871 
1,655 
2,805 
858 
3,000 
990 
410 
Sept. :3, 1939 
to 
Dec. 7, 1941 
616 
850 
966 
583 
1,'199 
2,134 
1,177 
1,864 
1,140 
860 
TABLE NO. II 
Total Number o"t Words 
Found in Each Text 
ll,556 
4,250 
13,098 
9,009 
15,400 
14,058 
4,752 
10,808 
7,488 
3,970 
BOOK E 
BOOK F 
BOOK C 
BOOK A 
B:lOK H 
BOOK D 
BOOK I 
BOOK G 
BOOK B 
rooK 1 
( 
1941 - 1945 
8,028 
2,850 
10,110 
5,555 
ll,746 
9,ll9 
2,717 
5,944 
5,358 
2,700 
Total Number of Words 
"tor World War II ArraDged 
in Order at Frequency 
15,400 
14,058 
13,098 
11,556 
1o,eoe 
9,009 
7,488 
4,752 
4,250 
3,970 
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II 
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II 
II 
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THE G:roGRAPHY OF TEE TEXT:OOOKS 
The Countries 
A total of seventy-two countries is included in all ten 
books. The analysis in order ot frequency is as shOWll below: 
Europe 25 
Asia 17 
South .America 16 
North America 7 
Africa 6 
Australia 1 
Japan is recorded three hundred and seventy-one times; United 
States, three hundred and sixty; Germany, three hundred and thirty-
one; Russia, one h1m.dred and ninety; and England, one hundred and 
eighty-six. 
The variation in the total number ot times that a country is 
recorded in all ten texts is wide, trom the above to the countries 
shown below which are mentioned only once: 
Abyssinia 
Columbia 
Dominican Republic 
Ecuador 
Eire 
Hindustan 
Indonesia. 
Ireland 
Israel 
Liberia 
Switzerland 
Thailand 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
Ot these fourteen countries, seven are mentioned in Book J and it 
is apparent that the authors of this book recorded much detail as 
to the part played in this conflict by the South American countries. 
'I 
I' 
11 
'I ,, 
I' 
I. 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
I 
II 
I 
,\ 
I 
It is of interest to note that the Philippine Republic 
was created in 1948, and Newfoundland was incorporated into 
the Dominion ot Canada in this same year. India was promised 
its independence tram the United Kingdom during World War II. 
This was granted in August 1947 and the country was divided in-
to two separate nations, India and Pakistan. 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
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TABLE NO. III 
COUN.rRIES .ARRANGED .ALPHA.BEriCALLY SHO\IJim NUMBER OF TIMES 
MENFIONED IN EACH TEXT 
A B c D E F G H I J' 
1. Albania 1 2 
2. America 3 1 3 4 1 1 5 3 2 4 
3. Argentina 1 4 2 6 2 1 
4. Australia 6 5 7 10 5 3 4 3 2 
il 5. Austria 4 1 1 1 2 1 I 
I 
6. Belgium 3 4 1 3 3 2 2 2 4 
II 7. BoliVie. 1 1 I I 
II 
e. Brazil 1 1 4 1 1 
I 9. Blll.ge.rie. 1 3 4 I 
I 
10. Buma 1 3 5 6 6 4 1 2 
ll. Cane. de. 1 1 7 5 5 2 6 2 2 
12. Chile 1 1 2 1 
13. Chine. 20 4 16 13 42 34 8 19 10 6 
14. Columbia 1 
I· 15. Costa Rica 3 
16. CUbe. 2 
17. Czechoslavakia 5 1 2 1 4 8 5 5 3 
18. Denmark 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 l 1 2 
19. Dominican Republic 1 
20. Ecuador 1 
I 
21. Egypt I 2 1 2 4 4 5 1 
II II I 
1\ I 
'13 
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22. El Salvador 2 
23. Ethiopia 3 2 1 2 5 2 1 3 4 1 
Abyssinia 1 
24. Finland 4 4 
25. France 26 9 13 2 32 22 4 15 23 9 
26. Germany 50 40 15 7 58 62 14 38 36 11 
27. Greece l 5 l 4 2 
28. Guatemala 2 
29. Holland 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 
30. Hungary 2 1 3 4 
31. Iceland 1 3 1 l 2 
32. India 3 1 1 5 4 1 1 2 
Hindus tan 1 
33. Indonesia. 1 
34. Iran 1 2 2 1 1 
Persia 2 
35. Iraq 2 1 1 1 
36. Ireland 1 
Eire 1 
37. Israel 1 
38. Italy 10 18 12 3 48 23 7 30 18 7 
39. :rapan 28 27 20 18116 32 31 36 41 22 
40. Liberia 1 
41 • . Luxemburg 1 3 2 1 2 
42. Mexico 1 4 2 1 l 2 
43. Morocco 1 2 2 
:14 
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44. Netherlands 3 2 3 
45. Newfoundland l l l l 3 l l 
46. New Zealand 2 l 2 
47. Nicaragua 2 
48. Norway 3 l 2 2 5 l l l l 
49. Pakistan 1 l 
50. Palestine 1 1 4 l 
51. PaDama 1 l 
52. Paraguay 1 1 
53. Peru 1 1 
54. Philippine Republic 1 1 
55. Poland ll 5 3 7 6 1 4 7 3 
56. Portugal 1 l 1 
57. Roumania l 3 4 l 
58. Saudi Arabia l 1 
59. Spain 2 4 l 1 
60. Sweden l 
61. Switzerland l 
62. Syria 2 l 
63. Thailand l 
Siam 2 l 
64. Tunisia 1 2 1 
65. Turkey l 2 l l 
66. Union o:r South Africa 1 1 
-- -~- -· -- --
-
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67. Union of Soviet 2 2 1 2 
Socialist Republics 
Russia 17 10 17 15 24 50 4 27 18 8 
68. United Kingdom 1 3 3 
Britain 1 16 1 2 19 4 2 13 4 
England 29 7 6 3 24 2 1 4 21 
Great Britain 7 1 3 8 27 10 ll 10 7 
69. United States of America 19 30 12 45 52 69 8 50 30 18 
70. Uruguay 1 
71. Venezuela 1 
72. Yugoslavia 1 2 
From this research and the means ot classification listed 
below, one may contrast the various texts in relation to the 
number and importance ot the countries they record. The United 
States and America will be considered under one heading and, also, 
England, Great Britain, Britain, and United Kingdom. 
Book A - This book and Book G both list only twenty-seven coun-
tries, the smallest number found in the textbooks under 
surveillance; Gel."J'll8.DY', titty; England, thirty-seven; 
Japan, twenty-eight. This is the only book to omit 
Australia. Other countries receiving prime importance 
are France, twenty-six; United States, twenty-two; 
China, twen:ty. 
Book B - · T~s textbook contains twenty-eight countries and ranks 
seventh in the number of countries; Germany, forty; 
United States, thirty-one; Japan, twenty-seven; England, 
twenty-tour; Italy, eighteen; France, nine. This is the 
only book that omits Canada. 
Book C - This volume contains thirty countries and falls in tif'th 
place; Japan, twenty; Russia, seventeen; United States. 
sixteen; China, sixteen; Germany, fifteen; France, thir-
teen; Italy, twelve. This is one of the two books in 
this study that lists Russia a greater number of times 
than GeriliBllY'. 
.;=-...==.=--=#=-===·-~-=-~-=-==== === 
Book D - This text ~ists thirty-eight countries and is in fourth 
position. The United States heads the list with forty-
nine; Japan, eighteen; Russia, fifteen; China, thirteen; 
England , eleven; Germany, seven. This is the only book 
that om.i t s the following countries: Belgium, Norway and 
Poland. This book lists Ge:r.many only seven times which 
is the smallest number found in any of the texts. This 
is also true of Itdy and France which are mentioned three 
times and twice. 
Book E - This book contains forty-seven countries and ranks third; 
Japan, one hundred and sixteen; Gel"lllBJlY, fifty-eight; 
England, fifty-eight; United States, :f'i:f'ty-three; Italy, 
forty-eight; China, forty-two; France, thirty-two. This 
text lists Japan one hundred and sixteen times which is 
the greatest number of times that any volume mentions one 
country. It also has the highest count of .any of the 
books for the following countries: England,_ fifty-three; 
Italy, forty-eight; China, forty-two; France, thirty-two. 
Book F - This text lists :forty-nine countries and is in second 
position; United States, seventy; GeJ."lllB.1lY', sixty-two; 
Russia, :fifty; Japan, thirty-two; China, thirty-four. 
This book lists the following countries a greater n~ 
ber of times than 8.IJY other vol"W!le: United States, seven-
ty; Gennany, sixty-two; Russia, fi:f'ty. 
-·-···- -·- -·-·- . .c==...~=-~=--=--===-·==·=-=· = = ========= ---------- --~ - -------· . --
Book G- This book and Book A list only twenty-seven countries, 
the lowest number of countries recorded; Japan, thirty-
one; Germany, fourteen; United States, thirteen. This 
is the only book tbat omits Czechoslovakia. 
Book H -This text and Book I are in sixth place with twenty-nine 
countries mentioned: United States, fifty-three; Ger-
many, thirty-eight; Japan, thirty-six; Russia, twenty-
seven; China, nineteen; England, seventeen. 
Book I - This book and. Book H are in sixth place as both texts 
list twenty-nine countries; Japan, :forty-one; Gel"lDB.llY, 
thirty-six; United States, thirty-two; England, twenty-
seven; France, twenty-three. 
Book J - This text is in first position with sixty countries re-
corded; England, thirty-two; United States, twenty-two; 
Japan, twenty-two; Germany, eleven. Book J is the only 
volume to list the following countries: Columbia, Costa 
Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Eire, El Salva-
dor, Guatemala, Liberia, Nicaragua, Thailand, Uruguay, 
Venezuela. 
18 
The world-wide nature of World War II is shown in the ex-
tensive list of countries. It is to be noted that there is some 
vari ation between the maximum. number of times that a country is 
mentioned of sixty in Book ;r and the minimum of twenty-seven in 
Book G. However, the .authors .are in general agreement as to the 
countries which played a major part in World War II as the follow-
ing names are recorded in every book: 
America 
China 
Denmark 
Ethiopia 
France 
GermaiJY 
Italy 
:fapan 
Russia 
United States 
and the following names are recorded in nine of the ten books: 
Australia 
Belgium 
Britain 
Canada 
Czechoslove.ltia 
England 
Great Britain 
Norway 
Poland 
Books ;r, F and E record the largest number of names ot coun-
tries with totals of sixty, forty-nine and forty-seven successively. 
The remaining books record the countries as shown: Book D, 38; 
Book c, 30; Book B, 29; Book I, 29; Book B, 28; Book A, 27 and Book 
G, 27. 
1\ 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II p 
:I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
p 
I 
·t 9 
I' 
II 
II 
J"s.pen is the most f'requently mentioned country and has one 
hundred aDl sixteen ref'erences in Book E. The United States is 
in second place with sixty-nine ref'erences in Book F, followed 
by Germany with sixty-two references in Book F. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The countries which received major consideration in the 
texts under analysis are as follows: 
Japan is in first place in four books and is one of the 
three countries having the highest count in nine books. The 
United States is in first place in three books and is one of 
the three countries having the highest count in eight books. 
Germany is in first place in two books and is one of the three 
countries having the highest count in seven books. England is 
in first place in one book and is one of the three countries hav-
ing the highest count in three books. Russia does not have first 
place in any of these volumes but is one of the three countries 
having the highest count in three books. 
From a study of the texts, the following conclusions appear 
to be valid: 
1. The Second World War was definitely a world-wide 
event. 
2. Japan, United States, Gel."llla..ly, and England played 
a major role in World War II. 
3. China, France, Italy, and Russia also played an 
important part in the Second World War. 
4. Maey other countries were involved which played a 
Varying degree of importance in the conflict. 
21_ 
TABLE NO.IV 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENr COUNrRIES MENI'IONED IN 
EACH TEXT ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
BOOK ;r 60 
BOOK F 49 
:OOOK E 47 
BOOK D 38 
BOOK C !30 
BOOK H 29 
BOOK I 29 
BOOK B 28 
BOOK A 27 
BOOK G 27 
22 
Place Locations 
The list ot places contain all geographical locations with 
the exception of countries. The place list ot the ten books ranges 
rrom a total of three hundred and eighty-three to seventy-eight. 
Only two texts list less than one hundred. places; tour list more 
than one hundred but fewer than two hundred; three list two hundred 
or more but less than three hundred, and one lists more than three 
hundred. 
There are three hundred and seventy-six different places 
listed in all. The following locations are mentioned in each 
text: Asia, Atlantic, Europe, Guam, Pacif'ic, Pearl Harbor, .and 
Philippines. The following locations are listed in all but one 
of the ten books with the exceptions noted: Africa - Book J"; 
Guadaloanal - Book D; Hiroshima - Book A; North Africa - Book G; 
and Sicily - Book D. 
Europe is mentioned one hundred and thirty-six times. This 
is the largest number tor any one place, followed by Pacific with 
seventy-six, Philippines with sixty-three, and Pearl Harbor with 
si:rty-two. 
23 
The ~ollowing places are listed only once by any text: 
Aachen 
Abilene 
Adriatic Coast 
Agattu 
Agattu Island 
Aitape 
Alamogordo 
Alcan Highway 
Angigua. 
Antarctic Continent 
Antwerp 
Anzio 
Arara 
Arctic 
Arctic Ocean 
Ardennes 
Ardennes Forest 
Arizona 
Atlantic Highway 
Atlantic Ports 
Bahamas 
Baltic States 
Bastogne 
Bavaria 
Belgian Congo 
Bennington 
Biak 
Bombay 
Boston 
Bougainville 
Brazzaville 
Bremen 
British Guinea 
British Nation 
Brittany 
Buenos Aires 
Byelorussian 
California 
Caribbean Sea 
Carolina Islands 
Caucasian Oil Fields 
Central America 
Central Germany 
Central Paci~ic 
Central Philippines 
Chapulteper Palace 
China Sea 
Continent 
Desert 
Detroit 
Dieppe 
Dijon 
Don River 
Dutch Empire 
Dutch West Indies 
East River 
Eastern Africa 
Eastern Hemisphere 
Eastern Mediterranean 
Eniwetok 
Eritrea 
Fairbanks 
Farmersville 
FiWlle 
Florida 
Free City o~ Danzig 
French Africa 
French Border 
French NorthA~rica 
Georgia 
Gexma.n. Border 
German Frontior 
German mwest Wall" 
Gulf o~ Finland 
Gulf Stream 
Hague 
Hali~ax 
Hickam Field 
Hollandia 
Honshu 
Hot Springs 
Indian Empire 
Indian Waters 
Indies 
Iowa 
Italian Peninsula 
Japanese Coast 
Jerusalem 
24 
Kansas 
Kasserine Pass 
Kerch Peninsula 
Kwajalein 
Kylishu 
Lea 
Le7t;e Gulf 
Lima 
Long Island 
Lyons 
llalay Straits 
Manhattan 
:M1l8n 
Jlorotai 
Jlount Suri bachi 
Nantucket 
Naples 
Netherlands 
Netherlands Empire 
New Bedtord 
New Caledonia 
New England 
Newfoundland 
New Jersey 
Normandy Peninsula 
North America 
North Ireland 
North Pole 
Northern France 
Northern Hemisphere 
Northward 
Northwest 
Nova Scotia 
Oakridge 
Ohio 
Ontario 
Oregon 
Pacific Coast 
Panama City 
Peipillg 
Peleliu 
Persian Gulf 
Petropavlook 
Philippine Group 
Philippine Sea 
Po River 
Polar Sea 
Polish Border 
Remagen Bridge 
Rio Grande 
Ruhr Basin 
Ruhr Valley 
Russian Crimea 
Ryukyus 
St. Lucia 
Said or 
Saipan I slalld 
Salamana 
Salerno 
Sansapor 
Saratoga 
Sardinia 
Sava Island 
ScandinaVian Peninsula 
Sea of Japan 
Sevastopol 
Shanghai 
Shangtung Peninsula 
Solomans 
South China Sea 
South Sea Islands 
Southern Germany 
Southern Hemisphere 
Stalino 
Stonington 
Strait of Gibraltar 
Surinam 
Tennessee 
Therain 
Tobruk 
Torgau 
Toulon 
Tours 
Tulagi 
Tunioc 
Tunis 
Unalaska 
Valley Forge 
Vladivostok 
Warm Springs 
Warsaw 
West Indies 
West Point 
Western Atlantic 
Westward 
Yalta River 
Yaputok 
25 
T.Am.E NO. V 
PLACE NAMES ARRANGJ!!D ALPHABEriC.ALLY SHOWING 
THE NUl4BER OF TIMES :MENriONED IN EACH TEXT 
A B c D E F G H I :r 
1. Aachen 1 
2. Abilene 1 
3. Adriatic Coast 1 
4. Africa 3 4 5 7 11 6 1 1 8 
5. Agattu 1 
6. Agattu Island 1 
7. Aitape 1 
a. Alamogordo 1 
9. Alaska. 2 1 1 3 1 3 1 
10. Alcan Highway 1 
11. Aleutians 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 
12. Alexandria 1 1 
13. Algiers 1 1 
14. Angigua 1 
15. Antarctic Continent 1 
16. Antwerp 1 
17. Anzio 1 
18. Arars. 1 
19. Arctic 1 
20. Arctic Circle 2 
27 
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21. Arctic Ocean 1 
22. Ardennes 1 
23. Ardennes Forest 1 
24. Arizona 1 
25. Asia 9 1 4: 8 6 7 1 l 8 1 
26. Atlantic 3 3 2 4 5 2 1 1 3 1 
27. Atlantic Highway 1 
28. Atlantic Ocean 1 l 3 l 
29. Atlantic Ports 1 
30. Attu 1 2 l l 1 
31. Bahamas 1 
32. Balkans l 2 1 
33. Ba.1tic Sea 1 1 
34. Ba.ltic States 1 
35. Ba.stogne 2 
36. Ba.taan 1 1 6 5 l 1 l 1 
3'7. Bavaria 1 
38. Belgian CODgO 1 
39. Bennil:lgton 1 
40. Berlin 3 5 l 9 10 4 1 
41. Bermuda l l l 
42. Bisk 1 
43. Bismark Sea l l l 
44. Black Sea 1 l 
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45. Bombay 1 
46. Boston 1 
47. BougainYille 1 
48. Brazzaville 1 
49. Bremen 1 
50. Bretton Woods 1 l 1 
51. B:ri tish Commonwealth 2 2 
52. British Empire 2 2 
53. British Guinea l 
54. British Isl-ands 2 
55. British Isles 3 l 4 
56. British Nation 1 
57. Brittany 1 
58. Buenos Aires 1 
59. Burma Road 1 1 1 1 1 
60. Byelorussian 1 
61. Cairo 3 2 2 
62. Calii"ornia 1 
63. Cape or Good Hope 4 
64. Caribbean 2 1 
65. Caribbean Sea 1 
66. Carolina Islands 1 
67. Carolinas 1 1 
68. CasabLanca 1 3 1 1 1 1 
29-' 
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69. 'caucasian Oil Fields l 
70. Central America l 
71. Central Europe 2 
72. Central Germany l 
73. Cent:r.al Pacific l 
74. Central Philippines l 
75. Channel l l l 
76. Chapulteper Palace l 
77. Cherbourg l l 
78-. Chicago 3 
79. China Sea l 
so. Chungking 1 1 1 2 
81. Cologne l l 
82. Continent l 
83. Coral Sea l 1 l l l 1 l l 
84. Corregidor 5 6 l 2 
85. Crete l 
86. Crimea 1 l 
87. Dardanelles 2 
sa. Desert l 
89. Detroit l 
90. Dieppe l 
91. Dijon l 
92. District ot Columbia l 2 
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93. Don River 1 
94. Dunbarton Oaks 4 1 1 1 1 1 
95. Dunkirk 1 1 2 
96. Dutch East Indi~s 2 1 1 1 1 
9'1. Dutch Empire 1 
96. Dutch Ha:rbor 1 1 
99. Dutch West Indies 1 
100. East 2 3 3 3 1 
101. East Indies 3 1 5 1 1 1 
102 • . East Prussia 1 1 
103. East River 1 
104. Eastern Af'rica 1 
105. East ern Europe 2 
106. Eastern Hemisphere 
107. East ern Mediterranean 1 
108. El Alamein. 1 2 
109. Elba River 1 1 
110. English Channel 2 1 4 1 1 2 
lll. Eniwetok 1 
112. Eritrea 1 
113. Europe 26 7 10 12 38 1'1 5 1 13 5 
l14. European Continent 1 1 
115. European Russia 2 
us. European Theatre 2 
I 
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117. Fairbanks 1 
I 
'--" 118. Far East 2 1 4 12 2 7 2 
119. Farmersville 1 
120. Far North 2 
121. Far Pacii"ic 3 
122. Fiume 1 
123. Florids. 1 
124. Formosa 2 2 1 
125. Free City of Danzig 1 
126. French Africa 1 
127. French Border 1 
128. French Coast 1 2 2 1 
129. French Indo-ChillS. 1 2 1 
130. French North Africa 1 
131. Georgia 1 
132. German Border 1 
133. German Frontier 1 
134. Germ.a.n "West Wall" 1 
136. Gilbert Islands 2 1 1 1 1 
136. Greenland 1 1 
137. Guada1canal 1 1 8 6 2 1 2 3 1 
138. Guam 1 1 3 1 7 3 2 1 1 2 
139. Gulf of Finland 1 
140. Gulf Stream. 1 
--~-
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165. J'apanese Empire 2 1 2 
166. J'apanese Islands 2 1 1 
16'7. J'ava 2 2 2 
168. Java Sea 2 
169. J'erusalem. 1 
1'70. Kansas 1 
1'71. Kasserine Pass l. 
1'72. Kerch Peninsula 1 
1'73. Kiska 1 1 2 5 
174. Korea 1 2 
175. Kwajalein 1 
176. Kyushu 1 
177. Lake Success 1 1 
178. Latin America 1 1 
179. Lea 1 
180. Leningrad 1 1 2 
181. Leyte 2 1 1 4 
182. Leyte Gulf l. 
185. Lima 1 
184. London 2 4 1 1 1 1 
185. Long I s1and 1 
186. Luzon 1 5 5 
187. Lyons 1 
188. lla.lsy Peninsula 2 2 2 1 1 
~~~~l -~--- ~~-=-- ----
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189. J4alay Straits 
190. Jlal.aya Peninsula 
191. Kanchoukuo 
192. Manahu:ria 
193. Vanhattan 
194. Manila 
195. Jlanila Bay 
196. llariana Islands 
197. Marianas 
198. Marshall Islands 
199. Marshalls 
200. Mediterr.anean 
201. U:editerrane.an Sea 
202. U:e:xico City 
203. Kidway 
204 • . Midway Islands 
205. Milan 
206. :Uorotai 
207. Moscow 
208. Mount Suri bachi 
209. Munich 
210. Murman.sk 
211. Nagasaki 
212. Nantucket 
A B C D E F G H I ~ 
1 
1 1 2 1 
1 2 1 
4 2 3 13 4 3 4 3 
2 1 2 l 8 1 1 
l 
2 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 
3 
3 
l 
1 1 l 1 
2 1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 
l 1 l 
1 1 
3 1 1 
1 
2 1 1 1 
2 1 1 
3 
2 l 
1 
1 
2 l l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
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I 213. Naples l 
I 214. Neax East 2 2 l 
215. Netherlands l 
216. Netherlands East Indies 2 
217. Netherlands Empire l 
218. Netherlands Indies 2 l 
219. New Bedford l 
220. New Caledonia l 
221. New England l 
222. Newfoundland l 
223. New Guinea l 1 5 2 2 1 1 
224. New Hampshire 1 1 
.225. New Jersey 1 
226. New Mexico 2 1 
227. New York 2 2 5 3 5 
.228. New York City 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 
229. Noxmandy l 1 7 9 1 1 1 
230. Nol."J!lBll.dy Coast l 1 
231. NoJ:maD.dy Peninsula 1 
232. North l 2 1 1 1 
233 .. North .Africa 1 4 5 1 17 8 3 5 1 
234. North :America l 
235. North Atlantic 1 1 1 
236. North Ireland 1 
-----
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237. North Pole 1 
238. Northern France 1 
239. Northern Hemisphere 1 
240. Northward 1 
.241. Nortln'lest 1 
242. Nova Scotie 1 
.243. Oakridge 1 
244. Ohio 1 
245. Okinawa 2 2 3 7 1 1 1 1 
246. Old World 1 1 1 
.247. Ontario 1 
248. Oregon 1 
249. Orient 2 1 
250. Paci:fic 1 10 9 12 20 4 6 5 6 3 
251. P.acific Coast 1 
252. p.acific Islands 5 1 2 1 4 1 
253. Pacific Ocean 1 2 3 
254. Panama Canal 1 1 1 1 1 
.255. Panama City 1 
256. Paris 2 1 1 3 5 3 
257. Pearl Harbor 5 7 5 3 13 5 2 4 7 1 
258. Peiping 1 
259. Pele1iu 1 
260. Persian Gulf 1 
_::-~..=...=;__- :=--=:.--::.:=~~----==- ~-=-
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261. Petropavlook l 
262. Philadelphia 2 
263. Philippine Group l 
264. Philippine Islands 3 2 2 2 l 1 
265. Philippine Sea l 
266. Philippines 8 7 7 2 16 8 4 1 7 3 
267. Pittsburg l l 
268. Polar Sea l 
269. Polish Border l. 
270. Polish Corridor 3 
.271. Po River l 
.272. Port Morseby 2 l 
273. Potsdam 1 1 2 1 2 
274. Quebec 1 1 1 
275. Red Sea l l l 
276 . Rema.gen l l l 
277. Remagen Bridge l 
278. Rheims 2 
279 . Rhine l l l 
280. Rhineland 1 1 1 1 1 
281. Rhine River 1 l 2 1 2 l 
282• Rhone Valley 2 
283. Rio de J:aneiro 1 1 l 
284. Rio Grande 1 
---- ----::=....~--= .-=:::: -
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285. Rome 2 6 1 1 
286. Rostov 1 1 
287. Ruhr Basin 1 
288. Ruhr Valley 1 
289. Russian Crimea 1 
290. Ryulcyus 1 
291. St. Lo l l 
292. St. Lucia 
293. Saidor l 
294. Saipa.n l .2 l l 
295. Saipan Island l 
.296. Sal8lll8lla l 
297. Salerno l 
298. San Francisco 3 3 5 3 5 3 l 2 4 3 
299. Sansapor l 
300. Saratoga l 
301. Sardinia l 
302. Sava Island l 
303. Scandinavian Peninsul.a l 
304:. Sea of J"apan l 
I 
I 305. Sevastopol 1 
I 
I 306. Shangbai l 
'I 307. Shangtung Peninsula 1 I 308. Siberia l 5 I 
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309. Sicily 2 1 4 12 1 1 1 2 1 
310. Singapore 3 2 1 5 4 1 1 1 
311. Soloman Group 1 1 1 
312. Soloman Islands 1 1 1 2 1 
313. Sol amana 1 
314. South .2 2 1 
315. South Africa l. 1. 1 
316. South America 3 3 4 .2 
317. South China Sea 1 
318. South Pacific 3 1 4 1 
319. South Sea Islands 1 
320. South Seas 2 
321 .. Southern Canal 5 
322. Southern Europe 1 4 
323. Southern Germany 1 
324. Southern Hemisphere 1 
325. Southwest Pacific 1 1 
326. Soviet Russia 1 3 2 2 1 
327. Soviet Union 2 5 3 1 
528. Stalingr.ad 2 1 1 3 1 5 
329. Stal.ino 1 
330. StoniDgton 1 
331. Strait ot Gibraltar 1 
332. Strait ot 14a.1acca. 1 1 2 
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333. Suez 1 1 2 
334. Suez Canal 1 1 2 3 1 
335. Sume.tr.a 1 1 
336. Surinam 1 
33'1. Tarawa 1 1 
338. Teheran 3 3 1 1 
339. Tennessee 1 
340. Ther.ain 1 
341. Tini~ 1 1 1 
342. Tobruk 1 
343. Tokyo 1 6 1 1 2 
344. Tokyo Bay 4 1 1 
345. Torgau 1 
346. Toulon 1 
347. Tours 1 
348. Trinidad 1 1 1 
349. Truk 1 2 
350. Tuh.gi 1 
351. Tunioc 1 
352. Tunis 1 
353. Ukraine 1 .2 1 
354. Une.l.aske. 1 
355. Valley Forge 1 
356. Vichy 2 
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A B c D E F G H I :r 
357. Vl'e.divostok ~ 
358. Volga River ~ ~ 
359. Wake ~ ~ 2 
360. Wake Is~and ~ ~ 2 2 1 
361. Warm Springs 1 
362. Warsaw 1 
363. Washington 2 1 1 ~ 3 
364. Washington (D.C.} 3 2 7 23 2 
365. West 1 2 1 ~ 
366. West Indies 1 
367. West Point ~ 
368. Western Athm.tic 1 
369. Western Europe 6 1 ~ 
370. Western Hemisphere ~ 6 1 
371. Westward ~ 
37.2. White House 1 2 
373. Yalta 1 1 1 ~ 1 
374. Yal.ta River ~ 
375. Yaputok ~ 
376. Yellow See. 2 
TABLE NO. VI 
NUMBER OF TIMES DIFF.ERllNr PLACES ARE :MENriONED 
IN EACH :oooK .lffiRAR}ED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
BJOK E 383 
BOOK F 272 
:OOOK C 239 
rooK D 200 
BOOK A 178 
BOOK I 149 
BOOK B ].46 
BOOK H 116 
BOOK J 81 
:OOOK G 78 
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:Maps are def'ini tely a tool in the field of' teaching ancll. 
should be included in history textbooks. How valuable they are 
depends on the maps themselves and the use made of' them by the 
teacher. 
There is no set number of' maps that a. text should contain 
but the maps it does contain shoul.d be of' value, and to be ot 
real value, they should provide worth-while information and stimu-
late activity in some specific area. 
The greatest number of' maps is found in Book H which in-
eludes tour. Books D, E and I each contain three, and two maps 
are included in Books A, B, C and F. Maps are apparently not 
considered sufficiently important to be included by the authors 
ot Books G and 1 .e.s none are shown. 
Thirteen di:fferent maps are found in the ten texts with a 
total of' twenty-one. The Pacific Theater is shown in f'ive books, 
A, B, C, E and I. The European Theater is shown in three books, 
A, B and H. The European and African Theater is also shown in 
three texts, c, E and F. The following maps appear in only one 
text: Alaska. and Western Canada., Book E; Atlantic Theater, Book 
I; Eastern Theater, Book H; Countries Participating in World War 
II, Book D; Kembers of' the United Nations, Book I; Nine New At-
lantic Bases, Book F; Western Theater, Book H; World Airways, Book 
D; World Shipping Routes, Book D; World Theater, Book H. 
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TABLE NO. VII 
MAPS ARRANGED ALPHABE!'IC.ALLY SHOWIW IN 
. WEICH TEXT:OOOK EACH IS INCLUDED 
A B c D E F G H I J" 
1. Alaska :and Western Canada X 
2. At.lantic Theater X 
3. Countries Participating in 
World War II X 
4. East ern Theater X 
5. European and At'rican Theater X X X 
6. European Theater X X X 
7. :Members o:f the United Nations X 
s. Nine New United States 
Atlantic Bases X 
9. Paci:fic Theater X X X X X 
lO. Western Theater X 
11. World Airways X 
].2. World Shipping Routes X 
13. World Theater X 
Jlen Recorded 
It seems very important in recording events that the names 
o~ conspicuously signifi cant persons be stressed as it is appar-
ent that names become fixed in one's memory and the related event 
seems to come to mind later. 
One hundred and twelve different persons are mentioned in 
the ten texts, and six persons are mentioned in all ten books: 
Churchill, Hitler, MaaArthur, Mussolini, Roosevelt, and Truman. 
It is to be noted that seventy-three of the total of one hundred 
and twelve persons are listed in only one book. 
Hitler is recorded the greatest number of times with a total 
o~ one hundred and fifty-four. The next in position is Roosevelt 
with a. total of one hundred and thirty-nine. 11a.aArthur is third 
wit h a. total of si:xty-si:x. Mussolini is fourth with a total of 
fifty-five, and Eisenhower is ~ifth with a total of ~orty-~our. 
The following persons are mentioned only once in all o~ the 
ten textbooks: 
Bevin 
Bidault 
Briand 
Bricker, John w. 
Butler 
Byrd, Richard E. 
Callaghan, Rear Adm. 
Camacho, Avila. 
Columbus 
Crerar 
Cunningham, Adm. 
Dala.dier, Edoua.rd 
Dempsey, Jack 
J 
I 
I 
I 
De Tassigny 
Dewey, Thomas E. 
Dibers 
Dulles, J"ohn Foster 
Fer.mic, Dr. Enrico 
Franklin, Benjamin 
Gandhi, lda.ba.tma 
Gerow 
Haakon VII , King 
Haile, Selassie 
Harrison, Wallace K. 
Hay, J"ohn 
Hodges, General 
Hottman, Paul G. 
Kenney, Lt. Geo. c. 
King, Adm. Ernest 
King, w. L. Mackenzie 
La Guardia, Fiorello H. 
Lames, Carlos Saavedra 
Langley, Professor 
Ledyard, J"ohn 
MacArthur, Arthur 
May, Senator 
McNary, Charles L. 
Keitner, Lise 
Melville, Herman 
Murphy, Audie 
Padilla, Esquiel 
Paine, Thomas 
Patch, General 
Peter The Great 
Rockefeller, J"ohn D. Jr. 
Roosevelt, Mrs. Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, Theodore (Teddy) 
Salter, Sir Arthur 
Smith 
Spa.ak, Paul Henri 
Spruance 
Stettinius, Edward R. 
Sun Yat-sen 
Tojo, Premier 
Turner 
V andegritt, General 
Vandenberg, Senator 
von Ri bbentrop 
Zhuk:ov, Jlarshal 
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TABLE NO. VIII 
PERSONS LISI'IID .ALPHABEI'ICALLY SHOWUD THE :NUMBER OF TIMES 
MENTIONED IN EACH TEXT:OOOK 
A B c D E F G H I J 
1. Atlee , Clement 3 
2. Bevin 1 
3. Bidault 1 
4. Bradley, Oma:r 3 
5. Briand 1 
6. Bricker, John w. 1 
'l. Butler 1 
8. Byrd, Richard E. 1 
9. Byrnes, James F. 2 5 1 1 
10. Callaghan, Rear Adm. 1 
11. Camacho, Avila 1 
12. Chamberlain, Neville 2 
13. Chennault, General 1 1 
14. Chiang Kai-shek 3 2 3 3 3 1 
15. Churchill, Winston 2 1 3 3 10 5 1 2 6 2 
16. Clark, General 3 
17. Columbus 1 
18. Crerar 1 
19. Cunningham, Adm. l 
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A B c D E F G H I J 
20. Daladier, Edouard 1 
21. De Gaulle, Charles 1 1 1 
22. Dempsey, Jack 1 
23. De Tassign.y 1 
24. Dewey, Thomas E. 1 
25. Dibers 1 
26. Doeni tz, A.dm. 2 
27. Doolittl e, Gen. 1 2 1 1 
28. Dulles, John Foster 1 
29. Einstein, Albert 2 
30. Eisenhower, Dwight 8 9 16 4 1 2 4 
31. Emperor Hirohito 2 
32. Fe1'mie, Dr. Enrico 1 
33. Franco, Gen. 2 2 
34. Franklin, Benjamin 1 
35. Gandhi, Mahatma 1 
36. Gerow 1 
37. Goering, Herman 2 1 
38. Haakon VII, King 1 
39. Haile, Selassie 1 
40. Halsey, Adm. 3 1 1 
41. Harrison, Wallace K. 1 
42. Hay, John 1 
43. Hirohito 1 1 1 
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44. Hitler, Adolf 28 8 8 3 29 16 3 22 33 4 
45. Hodges, Gen. l 
46. Hot>f'.man, Paul G. l 
47. Hoover, Herbert 2 l 
48. Hull, Cordell l 2 
49. J'e:f'ferson, Thomas l 
50. Kenney, Lt. Geo. c. l 
51. KiiJg, Adm. Ernest 1 
52. Ki:ng, W. L. Mackenzie l 
53. La Guardia, Fiorello H. 1 
54. Lames, Carlos Saavedra 1 
55. Langley, Professor 1 
56. Ledyard, .Tohn 1 
57. Lehman, Governor 2 
58. Lenin, Nikoll 1 2 
59. Lie, Trygvie 2 l l 2 
60. Lilienthal, David E. 1 l 
61. Lincoln l 1 
62. llacArthur, Arthur l 
63. JlacArthur, Douglas ll 7 18 l 18 6 5 2 6 2 
64. :Marshall, George C. 2 2 5 4 1 1 
65. Kay, Senator l 
66. McNary, Charles L. 1 
67. Keitner, Lise 1 
-------=:: ~--~-
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68. Melville, Herman 
69. lotikado 
70. Molotov, Vyacheslov 
71. Montgomery, Gen. 
72. :Murphy, Audia 
73. Mussolini, Benito 
74. Nimitz, Adm.. 
75. Osmena, Sergio 
76. Padilla, Esquiel 
77. Paine, Thomas 
78. Patch, Gen. 
79. Patton, George s. 
80. Perry, Adm. 
81. Peter The Great 
82. President (Referring 
to F. D. Roosevelt) 
83. Pyle, Ernie 
84. Rockefeller, John D. Jr 
85. Rommel, Field Marshal. 
86. Roosevelt, Franklin D. 
87. Roosevelt, Mrs. Frank-
lin D. 
88. Roosevelt, Theodore 
(Teddy) 
89. Salter, Sir Arthur 
A B C D E F G H I J 
l 
3 
l 
2 3 l 2 
l 
7 3 4 l 11 9 1 12 4 3 
1 1 1 6 l 1 
2 
1 
1 
1 4 l 
2 
l 
2 9 3 4 5 
1 
1 
7 
15 10 5 10 23 15 9 10 6 13 
l 
l 
1 
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90. 
\______· 91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
lll. 
112. 
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A B c D 
Smith 1 
Spaak, Paul Henri 
Spaatz, Gen 1 
Spruance 1 
Stalin, loseph 1 3 1 
Stettinius, Edward R. 
Stillwell, loseph w. 1 1 
Stimson, Henry L. 1 
Sultan of Morocco 2 
Sun Yat-sen 1 
Tojo, Premier 
Truman, Harry s. 3 4 1 
Turner 1 
V andegrif't , Gen. 1 
Vandenberg, Senator 
von Ribbentrop 
Wainwright, lonathan 2 1 
Wallace, Henry A. 
Washington, George 1 2 
Willlde, Wendell 1 1 1 
Wilson~ Woodrow 
Winant , lohn 
Zhuk:ov, Marshal 
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1 
3 3 1 2 1 
1 
2 1 
1 
7 5 1 3 5 
1 
1 
2 1 
2 
1 
2 1 
1 
2 
1 
TABLE NO. IX 
T<Jr.AL NUJiBER OF TD1ES PERSONS ARE MENI'IONED BY EACH 
TEXTIDOK ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
1300K E 173 
OOOK C ll8 
BOOK A 98 
OOOK F 89 
:OOOK I 86 
:BOOK H 68 
BOOK ;r 48 
OOOK D 47 
EOOK B 38 
l300K G 29 
---.I 
Nationalities 
Forty-two nationalities are recorded in all of the ten 
texts. Book E lists twenty-six which is the highest count, fol-
lowed by Books F and D which record twenty-three and nineteen 
respectively. 
~apanese has the highest indiVidual count, being recorded 
eighty-nine times i n Book E. ~apanese also has the highest to-
tal, beiDg mentioned three hundred and eleven times in all the 
books. American follows closely With a total of three hundred 
and eight . German is third with a total of two hundred and forty-
two. 
The following nationalities are included in all the texts: 
.American, British, German, Italian, ~·apanese and Russian. Chinese 
is mentioned in nine o:f' the ten texts. 
The following are listed onl.y once in any o:f' the books: 
Austrian, Belgian, Brazilian, Burmese, Czeck, Eskimo, Ethiopian, 
Korean, Latin .American, New Zealander, Niesi, Polish, Portugues e, 
Roumanian, South American, Viking, Westerner, Yugoslav. 
TABLE NO. X 
NATIONALITIES .ARRANGE[) ALPHABETIC.ALLY SHOWIID 
NUJ4BER OF Tll4'F..S :MEN'riONED IN EACH TEXTOOOK 
A B c D E F G H I ;r 
l . Mrican l 2 
2. .American 21 14 33 34 44 62 21 35 34 10 
3. Arab 3 l 
4. Asiatic l l l 
5. Australian l 2 2 2 l l 
6 . Austrian 1 
7. Belgian 
a. Brazi lian 1 
9. British 12 10 8 7 34 14 7 ll 6 5 
10 . Burmese 1 
11. C8.118.dian 4 8 2 2 1 
12. Chinese 6 2 10 4 13 10 5 2 1 
13. Czeck 1 
14,. Dutch 1 2 1 3 
15. Engl ish 3 1 5 1 2 1 
16. Eskimo 1 
17. Ethiopian 1 
18. European 3 1 1 3 6 1 
19. Filipino l 4 4 1 1 2 
20. Finn 2 
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21. French 9 2 1 13 10 3 1 5 
22. German 36 10 12 1 56 60 11 18 36 2 
23. Greek 1 1 
24. Indian 1 3 
25. Italian 3 3 4 1 12 8 2 3 4 1 
26. J"apanese 41 13 39 18 84 4'7 11 23 25 10 
2'7. J"ew 2 2 4 1 1 
28. Korean 1 
29. Latin American 1 
30. Mexican 4 1 
31. New Zealander 1 
32. Niesi 2 
33. Polish 1 
34. Portuguese 1 
35. Roman 2 
36. Roumanian 1 
3'7. Russian 8 6 '7 6 10 18 1 9 9 1 
38. South American 1 
39. Spanish 1 2 1 
40. VikiDg 1 
41. Westerner 1 
I 42. Y~oslav 1 
I 
I 
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TABLE NO • XI 
TorAL NUMBER OF TIMES NATIONALITIES ARE :MEN.CIQNED 
IN EACH roOK ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
BOOK E 309 
:OOOK F 251 
BOOK A 145 
roOK c 129 
OOOK I . 127 
roOKH llO 
:OOOK D 89 
BOOK G 66 
OOOK B 63 
.BOOK ;r 30 
I, 
I 
Organizations 
One hundred and fifty different organizations are men-
tioned in all ten texts. 
The United Nations is recol"ded thirty-nine times in Book F 
and this is the highest count for any organization in any single 
text. Of the one hundred and f'ifty different organizations re-
corded in the ten texts, Book C lists the largest number of fifty-
fivE!, followed by Books E, F, and A which list fifty-one, thirty-
eight, and thirty•five respectively. 
The League of Nations is the only organi·zation recorded in 
all ten texts. The following organizations are mentioned in nine 
of the ten books With the omissions noted: Allies - Book G; Con-
gress - Book F; United Nations - Book c. 
,_ 
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The :following organizations are recorded on.ly once by any of' the 
texts under analysis: 
Allied Air Men 
Allied Commanders 
Allied Leaders 
Allied Powers 
A.F.L. 
American Fleet 
American Flyers 
American Red Cross 
American Soldiers 
American Third Army 
Australian Navy 
Belgian A:J:my 
Big Three 
British Eighth Army 
British Flyers 
British Forces 
British Soldiers 
Chinese Government 
Chinese Nationalists 
Cominf'oxm 
Comintern 
C.I.O. 
Democratic Party 
Dutch Government 
Eighth A:risly 
English A:J:my 
Fascist Government 
"Fitth Columnist" 
Filipino Forces 
First Marine Division 
French Government 
German Atrica Korps 
German Nation Socialist 
Workers' Party 
Gestapo 
Hitler's Luttwa:f:fe 
International Of':fice of' 
Education 
"Isolationists" 
Italian Partisans 
Italian Troops 
J"apaneae Forces 
J"apanese Government 
"Leathernecks" 
Loyalists 
Mikado' s Men 
Office of' War Mobilization 
One Hundred & First Airborne 
Paci:fic Troops 
Paci:fic War Council 
Patton's Army 
Patton's Armored Troops 
Philippine .Department 
Philippine Forces 
Polish Soldiers 
Rainbow Division 
Russian Troops 
Salvation Arrrsy 
Seventh Armored 
Storm Troopers 
Tenth Armored 
u. s. Naval. Reserve 
U. s. Soldiers 
U. S. War Department 
WAAC (Women's AriirY Auxiliary 
Corps) 
War Labor Board 
War Manpower Commission 
Y.:M.O.A. 
58 
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TABLE NO. XII 
ORGANIZATIONS ARRAI."GED ALPHABEriOALLY SHOWING 
NUMBER OF TIMES MENriONED IN EACH OOOK 
A B c D E F G H I j 
1. Allied Air Men 1 
2. All.ied Armies 2 1 1 
3. Allied Commanders 1 
4. Allied Council 2 
5. Allied Forces 2 2 1 
6. Allied Leaders 1 
7. Allied Nations 1 1 
a. Allied Powers 1 
9. Allied Soldiers 1 1 
10. Allies 4 12 11 4 6 4 4 6 1 
ll. American Air Force 1 2 1 
12. American Armies 3 2 2 
13. Amari can A:rroy 1 - 1 2 1 
14. A.F.L. 1 
15. American Fleet 1 
16. American Flyers 
17. American Forces 2 2 
18. American Marines 1 1 
19. American Navy 2 
20. American Red Cross 1 
·.60 
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21 • American Soldiers 1 
• 22. American Third Army 1 
23. American Troops 1 1 1 1 
24. Aust~a11an Navy 1 
25. Axis 5 3 8 1 5 7 
26. Axis Nations 1 1 
27. Axis Powers 1 2 1 6 
28. Belgian Axmy 1 
29. Big Five 1 1 
30. Big Three 1 
31. British Armies 2 1 1 2 1 
32. British Eighth Ju:my 1 
33. British Flyers 1 
34. British Forces 1 
35. British Navy 2 1 1 1 
36. British Soldiers 1 
37. British Troops 2 
38. Chinese Communists l 2 
39. Chinese Government 1 
40. Chinese Nationalists 1 
41. Coast Guard l 1 \. 42. Ceminf'orm 1 
43. Comintern 1 
44. Communist Party 9 2 
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45. Communists 2 7 1 4 2 
46. Congress 4 4 3 2 5 7 5 4 6 
47. c.r.o. 1 
48. Democratic Party 1 
49 .. Democrats 2 1 1 5 
50. Dutch Government 1 
51. Economic and Social 
Council 1 1 1 2 1 2 
52. Eighth Army 1 
53. English Army 1 
54. Fascist Government 1 
55. Fascists 3 2 2 4 6 
56. "Fifth Columnist" 1 
57. Filipino Forces 1 
58. Filipino Troops 1 1 
59. First Marine Division 1 
60. Flying Tigers 1 1 
61. F.A.O. 1 1 
62. "Free French" 5 
63. French Armies 3 1 1 
64. French Government 1 
65. French Underground 1 1 
66. German Africa Korps 1 
67. Ger.manAir Force 1 1 
68. German Armies 8 5 8 1 4 1 
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69. German Forces 1 1 1 1 
70. German Government 1 1 
71. German Nation Socialist 
Workers' Party 1 
72. German Soldiers 2 2 
75. German Troops 1 4 4 
74. Gestapo 1 
75. Hitler' s Armies 2 
76. Hitler's Luftwaffe 1 
77. House of Representatives 2 
7S. International Court ot 
Justice 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 
79. International Labor 
Office 1 1 
8o. International Office 
of Education 1 
81. "Isolationists" 1 
82. Italian A.xm.ies 1 2 
83. Italian Government 1 
84. Italian Partisans 1 
85. Italian Troops 1 
86. J"apanese Armies 1 1 1 1 
87. Japanese Fleet 3 2 
88. Japanese Forces 1 
89. Japanese Government 1 
90. Japanese Navy 3 1 
- ·--- --~ ~- ~- =--- ----- ---
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114. Repub~ican Party ~ ~ 
~15. Republicans 2 ~ 5 
116. R.A.F. 2 2 ~ 1 2 
1~7. Royal Navy 1 
118. Russian Armies 1 2 
119. Russian Soldiers 1 
120. Russian Troops 1 
121. Salvation Army 1 
122. SEABEES 1 1 
123. Senate 2 1 1 1 
124. Seventh Armored 1 
125. Soviet Government 1 
126. SPARS 1 1 1 
127. Storm Troopers ~ 
128. Tenth Armored 1 
129. U. N. 8 4 27 35 39 5 18 27 1 
130. u.N.E.s .. c.o. 1 4 1 2 
131. U.N.O. 1 1 
132. U.N.R.R.A. 1 1 
133. u. s. Air Force 1 1 
134. u. s. Army 1 1 1 1 1 
135. u. s . . A.tomic Energy 
Co.I!Dlli ssion 1 1 
136. u. s. Government 2 
137. u. S. Marine Corps 5 1 3 1 
--- --=- ~--~---=-=---
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138. U. s. :Marine Corps 
Women's Reserve l l 
139. u. s. Naval Reserve l 
140. u. s. Navy 5 3 2 l 
141. u. s. Soldiers l 
142. u. S. War Department l 
I 143. WAAC {Women's Arlrry Aux-iliary Corps) l 
.I 
144. WACS l l 
145. War Labor Board l 
146. War Manpower Commission l 
147. WAVES l l l 
148. World Court of Inter-
national Justice 2 
149. World Health Organiza-
tion l l 
150. Y.M.C.A. l 
66 
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TABLE NO. XIII 
Nm1BER OF TIMES ORGANIZATIONS .ARE MEN!'IONED 
IN EACH rooK ARRANGED IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
:OOOK E 139 
BOOK F 118 
:OOOK H 104 
:OOOK C 95 
:OOOK A 84 
BOOK D 84 
BOOK I 57 
BOOK B 54 
BOOK G 39 
BOOK J 29 
I 
r 
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Events 
There is ditticulty in determining what constitutes an 
event. There are no set rules tor making such a choice, and 
it, therefore, becomes a matter ot individwU judgment. In 
this study, an event will reter to an occurrence of note that 
takes place in a relatively short period of time. 
No one event is listed by all ten texts. Four events are 
found in nine books. They are: 
Japan attacks Pearl Harbor 
Japan surrenders 
Roosevelt dies 
Truman becomes President 
There appears to be no general agreement among the texts 
under analysis e.s to which events are the most important. Ot 
the six hundred and fifty-three events, none are found in all 
the texts. Four are found in nine books. Five hundred and 
eighty-nine are listed in only one text. One me.y conclude :rrom 
this that there were many important events in comection with 
World War II but e.s yet there is no agreement among texts as to 
which events overshadow the others. 
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TABLE NO. XIV 
EVENTS ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY SHOWING 
IN ·WHICH TEXT EA.CH APPEARS 
A B c 
Aachen fal.ls 
.Aleutians retaken 
Ulied armies invade. Italy 
Allied army ·lands in Africa 
Allied forces invade Europe 
Allied forces invade Germany 
Allied 1anding made at N ormand:y X 
Allied leaders meet X 
Allied nations meet .at Bretton. Woods · 
Allied planes bomb: Geraumy 
Alli.ed troops dropped behind 
German lines 
A.llied troops invade Philippines 
Allied troops land in France 
Allied troops land in Sicily 
Allied troops reaCh Paris 
Allies bomb Germany 
Allies break through at Normandy 
Ul.ies break through West Wall 
Allies decide to beat Ge~ and 
Itacy first 
D E ., G H I J 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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20. Allies drive toward Tunis X 
21. Allies formed X 
22. Allies im'.ade Germany X 
23. Allies meet at Dunbarton Oaks X 
24. .American arll\Y lands in French 
North Mrica X 
25. American and British armies 
land at Normandy X 
26. American and British forces 
invade Sicily X 
27. American and British soldiers 
land at Algiers X 
28. American and British soldiers 
land at Casablanca X 
29. American and British warships bam-
bard Japan defense from sea X 
30. American Declaration of Independence X 
31. .American flag raised (j'{er Tokyo X 
32. American forces attack Okinawa X 
33. American forces capture Saipan X 
34. American forces land on Leyte X X 
35. .American forces land in North Africa X 
36. .American Marines land in Guade.lcanal X 
37. American Marines land in Tulagi X 
38. American Republics meet in Havana X 
39. American Republics meet at Mexico 
city X 
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40. Ameriean Republics . meet . at Panama 
Cit7 X 
41. .American Republics meet at Rio de 
Janeiro X 
4'2. Ameriean troops land in North Africa X 
43. American troops sent to Greenland X 
44. American troops sent. to Iceland .X 
45. American women admitted to the 
armed services X 
46. Americans capture Okinawa X 
47. Americans cross Rhine River 
48. Americans enter North Africa X 
49. lm.erieans invade Burma X 
50 .• Americans return . to Philippines X 
51. Antwerp is captured X 
52. ltiAsia for the Asians" X 
55. Atlantic Chart.er· accepted by 
twent.f-six nations X 
54. Atlantic Charter drawn up X X X X X X X 
55. Atlee becomes Prime Minister X 
56. Atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima I I X X X X X 
57. Atomic bomb dropped on N~gasrud . X X X X X X X I 
58. 1tom1c bomb set o:tf in New. Me~co I 
59. Atomic bombs dropped on Japanese 
cities X 
60. Atomic bombs dropped on two ~ap-
J nese cities X 61. Attack on Britain X 
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62. Attu recaptured by the Americans X 
63. Austria .annexed X 
64. Austria seized X 
Go. A:xis forces driven out of Egypt X 
66. Axis nations declare war on the 
United States X 
67. Axis power formed X 
68. Axis troops driven out of Egypt X 
69. B-29 super bombers bomb J"apa.nese 
industrial cities X 
70. Be.taa.n death march X 
71. Bata.an falls X X X 
72. Bataan surrenders X 
73. Battle of Africa X 
74. Battle of' Africa won X 
7o. Battle of' Atlantic X X X 
76. Battle of' Atlantic won X 
77. Battle of' Britain X 
78. :Battle of' the Bulge X X X X X 
79. Battle of' Coral Sea X X 
80. "Battle of Democracy" X 
81. Battle of' Europe ends X 
82. Battle of Germany X 
83. Battle of' Italy X 
I 84. Battle of :rav.a Sea X 
II 
_J 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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85. Battle of Midway leland X X 
86. Battle of Philippine Seae X 
~. Battle of Stalingrad X 
88. Belgium and France crushed X 
89. Belgium liberated X 
90. Belgium surrenders X X X 
91. Berlin bombed X 
9.!. Berlin falls X 
93. Bolivia fighte Paraguay X 
94. Brazil enters war against Germany 
and Italy X 
95. Break Through at St. Lo :X 
96. Bretton Woods agreement X 
97. Britain declares war on Japan :X 
98. Britain's •Lifellne11 X 
99. British . army escapes · through Dunkirk X 
100. British army rescued from Dunkirk X 
101. British and Australian troops win 
at El Al.ameir X 
102. British driven baCk into India X 
103. British and Free French f'orce.s . occu-
w Iraq and . Syria X 
104. British Na"Y lands troops in Norway X 
105. British reconquer Burma X 
106. British troops in Africa force 
Ita.llans out of Ethiopia X 
=--==--=--...=:..=.= ----- -
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I British victorious throughout Af'rica X 10'7. I 
108. Brittany captured X 
109. Bu:r:ma becomes a sovereign republic X 
llO. Burma invaded X 
111. Burma. overrun X 
112. Burma. Road closed X 
113. Burma Road completed X 
114. Burma taken X 
115. Callaghan killed on bridge of the 
San Francisco X 
116. Casablanca attacked X 
117. Chile breaks relations with Ger.many X 
118. Chile breaks relations with Italy X 
119. Chile breaks relations with Japan X 
120. Chile declares war on Japan X 
121. Churchill comes to Washillgton X X 
122. -Churchill and Roosevelt meet X 
123. Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt meet 
at Teheran X 
124. Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt meet 
a.t Yalta X 
125. CiVil war breaks out in Spain X 
126. Cologne captured X 
127. Congress declares war on Bulgaria X 
128. Congress declares war on Germany X 
129. Congress declares war on Hungary X 
I 
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130. Congress declares war on Ital.y 
131. Congress declares war on Japan 
132. Congress passes G.I. Bill of Rights 
133. Congress passes Lend Lease Act 
134. Congress passes Lend Lease Bill 
135. Congress passes Smith-Connally 
Anti-Strike Bill 
136. Conscription ( dratt} Act passed 
in America 
137. Control of Philippines regained 
138. Corregidor falls 
139. Corregidor surrenders 
140. Crete falls 
141. Czechoslovakia occupied 
142. CzechosloVakia taken 
143. Czechoslovakia seized 
144. DDay 
145. D Day in Normandy 
146. "Declaration of the United Nations" 
147. Denmark conquered 
148. DellilllU"k falls 
149. Doenitz surrenders Germany to allies 
150. Doolittle bambs Tokyo 
151. Dunbarton Oaks Conference 
152. Dunbarton Oaks Proposal 
153. Dutch Empire falls 
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154. Eighth Pan-American Confere11ce X 
155. Eisenhower invades Italy X 
156. Eisenhower invades Sicily X 
157. Eisenhower made Commander-In-Chiet X X 
158. Eisenhower made Supreme Commander X 
159. End comes tor Japan X 
160. EJJgland and France agree to let 
Gel'711B.ny have part o:f Czecho-
slovald.a X 
161. England and France declare war on 
Germany X X X X X 
162. English .a:rmy escapes :from Dunkirk X 
163. Ethiopia conquered X 
164. European war comes to an end X 
165. Fall o:f Bataan X 
166. Fifty nations meet in San Francisco X 
167. Filipino soldiers tight with Ameri-
cans against Japan X 
168. Finland joins Germany in tight 
against Russia X 
: ~:,;\\' 
169. First atomic bomb is set ott X 
170. First meeting of General Assembly 
held X 
171. Four Nations' Declaration X 
172. France :falls X X 
173. France :freed from Nazi control X 
174. France & Great Britain declare war 
I 
on Germany X II 
li 
I 
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175. France invaded X 
176. France liberated X 
177. France surrenders X X X X X 
178. "Free French" movement organized X 
179. French accept an armistice X 
180. French Indo-China occupied X 
181. Gandhi assassinated X 
182. G.I. Bill of Rights passed X 
183. Ge:J:ma.n armies crush the Netherlands X 
184. German armies invaded Poland X 
185. German armies move into the 
Rhineland X 
186. German armies occupy Luxemburg X 
187. German armies overrun Holland X 
188. German armies overrun Luxemburg X 
189. German armies pour into Poland X 
190. German armies turn against Belgium X 
191. German armies turn against France X 
192. German armies turn against Holland X 
193. German army moves against Soviet 
Union X 
194. German blitzkreig hits Belgium. X 
195. German blitzkreig hits France X 
196. German blitzkreig hits Holland X \, 
197. German bombers blast England X I 
I 198. German cities bombed X I I 
i 
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199. German forces attack Russia X 
200. German forces invade France X 
201. German forces pour into Belgium X 
-
202. German forces pour into Luxemburg X 
203. German forces pour into the 
Netherlands X 
204. German government surrenders to 
allies X 
205. German lines broken at St. Lo X 
206. German planes bomb English cities X X 
207. German soldiers march into Austria X 
208. German troops invade Belgium X 
209. German troops invade the 
Netherlands X 
210. German troops invade Russia X 
211. German troops occupy the Rhineland X 
212. German West Wall broken X 
213. Germans attack Stalingrad X 
214. Germans engu.l1" Denmark & Norway X 
215. Germans fight on in Italy X 
216. Germans forced out of Russia X 
217. Gemans move against Czechoslovakia X 
218. Germans surrender X X 
219. Germans use V -1 & V -2 against 
I England X II 
I 
220. Germany annexes Austria X X r II 
-- J 221. Germany attacks Poland X X II 
-·---- ----- - ------ ----- --- ----- ----- -- --
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222. Germany attacks Russia X 
223. Germany brings on another terrible 
European War X 
224. Ge:t"11lB..lY cut in two X 
225. Ge:rmany cuts up CzechoslOV'ald.a X 
226. Germany falls X 
227. Germany halted at Stalingrad X 
228. Germany invades Denmark & Norway X 
229. Germany invades Poland X 
230. Germany & Italy declare war on 
United States X X X X 
231. Germany, Italy & J"apan form an 
alliance X 
232. Gel.'lllB.D.Y, Italy & J"apan sign a pact X 
233. Germany marches into Austria X 
234. Germany not admitted to the League X 
235. Germany occupies Austria X 
236. Germany occupies the Rhineland X 
237. Germany and Russia divide Poland X 
238. Germany seizes Austria X 
239. Germany seizes Belgium X 
240. Germany seizes Denmark X 
241. Germany seizes Holland X 
242. Germany seizes Norway X 
I 243. Germany surrenders X X X X 
I. 
t244· Germany surrenders formally X 
- _] - -
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245. Germany surrenders to United Nations X 
246. Germany withdraws from the League X X jl 
I 247. Gliders land behind German lines X 
248. Goeri ng kil ls himself' X 
249. Great Britain .and France declare 
war on Germ.a.ny X 
250. Great Britain and France take up 
arms X 
251. Great Britain goes to war against 
J"apan X 
252. Great Britain stands alone X 
253. Greece conquered X 
254. Greenland turns to United States 
for help X 
255. Guadalcanal attacked X 
256. Guadalcana.l captured X 
257. Gua.dalca.nal falls to Americans X 
258. Guam recaptured X 
259. Guem retaken X 
260. Guam taken X X 
261. Hirohi to allowed to remain X 
262. Hitler adds Denmark and Norway to 
his conquests X 
263. Hitler annexes Austria X 
264. Hitler attacks Denmark X 
265. Hitler attacks Norway X 
266. Hitler attacks Poland X 
--- --- - ---- ---- --------- - --- ---
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26'7. Hitler attacks Russia X 
268. Hitler becomes head ot German 
government X 
269. Hitler becomes leader ot Ger.maD¥ X 
2'70. Hitler begins war in Europe X 
2'71. Hitler breaks up Czechoslovakia X X 
272. Hitler comes into power X X X 
273. Hitler comes to power in Germany X 
274. Hitler demands Polish Corridor X 
275. Hitler grabs Denmark X 
276. Hitler invades Poland X X 
277. Hitler invades Russia X 
278. Hitler IDB.kes treaties ot alliance 
with Italy and Japan X 
279. Hitler makes treaty with Russia X 
280. Hitler occupies the Rhineland X 
281. Hitler reported dead X 
282. Hitler seizes Czechoslovakia X 
283. Hitler seizes Denmark and Norway X 
284. Hitler seizes part ot Czechoslovakia X 
285. Hitler seizes power in Ger.many X 
286. Hitler seizes rest ot Czechoslovakia X 
28'7. Hitler takes Belgium X I 
1\ 288. Hitler takes Holland X 
I 
289. Hitler takes Norway X 
- -- - ---- -- --
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290. Hitler throws his air f'orce at 
Britain X 
291. Hitler's armies capture Ste.lingrad X 
292. Hitler's axmy enters Poland X 
293. Holland is overrun X I 
294. Holland 1i berated X I 
i 295. Holland surrenders X 
296. Hongkong captured X I 
297. Hongkong surrenders X I 
I 298. Hungary, RoUIIl8.lli.a and Bulgaria join Gel'JD8.DY and Italy X I 
299. HUDg8.l"Y', Yugo~la.via, Roumani.a and 
II Bulgaria join f'orces with 
Hitler X I 
300. India divided into two separate 
states X 
301. India granted its independence X 
302. In Gel."l118!1Y leaders come to power 
and make themselves dictators X 
303. In Italy leaders come to power 
and make themselves dictators X 
304. Inter-American Conference held in 
Mexico City in 1945 X 
305. International bank set up X 
306. Invasion of' Europe X 
307. Invasion f'orces break out into the 
French country X 
I 
308. Invasion f'orces bit Normandy X I 
309. Invasion of' France X X I, 
___ IL 
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3~0. IDVasion ot Germany X 
3~1. Invasion ot Italy X 
312. Invasion of Luzon X 
3~3. Invasion of Normandy begins X 
314. Invasion of North Africa X 
315. Invasion of Philippines X 
316. Invasion of Sicily X 
3~'1. Israel set up X 
318. Ital.ian forces invade Ethiopia X 
319. Italian goverument surrenders 
unconditionally X 
320. Ita~ian troops enter Ethiopia X 
32~. Italians surrender X 
322. Italy attacks Ethiopia X X X 
323. Italy attacks Greece X 
324. Italy conquers Ethiopia X 
325. Italy declares war on Ge1'Dlally X 
326. Italy, Germany and J"apan form 
an alliance X 
32'1. Italy invaded X 
328. Italy ~ades Ethiopia X X 
329. Italy seizes Albania X 
330. Italy seizes Ethiopia X 
331. Italy surrenders X X X 
332. Italy surrenders to allies X 
- =---- -=---- - =-==-=~~- ~~ ---=---~--==- -=:.=...o:- -
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333. Italy withdraws 1'rom League X 
334. Iwo Jima attacked X 
335. Iwo Jima taken X X 
336. Japan attacks China X X X 
337. Japan attacks Guam X 
338. Japan attacks Midway X 
339. Japan attacks Pearl Harbor X X X X X X X 
340. Japan attacks Philippine Islands X 
341. Japan attacks United States X X 
342. Japan attacks u. s. Warship Panez X 
343. Japan attacks Wake X 
344. Japan begins war on United States 
by surprise attack on Pearl 
Harbor X 
345. Japan captures Burma X 
346. Japan captures the East Indies X 
347. Japan captures the Philippines X 
348. Japan 1'ights China X 
349. Japan gives up X X 
350. Japan goes to war with China X 
I 
351. Japan invades China X X X 
I 352. Japan illV'ades Jlanchuria X X X X X 
I 353. Japan and Italy dei'y the League X 
I 354. Japan occupied X 
I 355. Japan occupied by allied 1'orces X I 
I_ ~56._ Japan occupied by American 1'orces X 
-::;::-;._.=: ...=:=:=::-
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357. ;te.pan plunged into war against X 
China 
358. ;tapan seizes French Indo-China X 
359. J"apan seizes Guam X 
360. J"apan seizes the Philippines X 
361. J"apan starts to overrun China X 
362. J"apan surrenders X X X X X X X 
363. J"apan withdraws f'rom League X 
364. Japanese advance through Btmna X 
365. J"apanese army marches into Jla.nchuria X 
366. J"e.panese attack BUl.'7lla. X 
367. J"apanese attack China X 
368. J"epanese attack Guam X X X 
369. J"apanese attack Luzon X 
370. J"apanese attack Manchuria X 
371. J"apanese attack Pearl Harbor X X X X X 
3'72. J"apanese attack the Philippines X X X 
373. Japanese attack Wake Island X X X 
374. Japanese beaten in Battle of' 
Coral Sea X 
375. Japanese beaten in Battle of 
)(i.dway Island X 
376. Japanese begin fighting at Shang-
hai, China X 
377. J"apanese capture coastal cities 
of China X 
378. J"apanese capture Singapore X X X 
('85 {: 
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379. Japanese cities bombed X 
380. Japanese cut Burma Road X X 
381. Japanese declare war X 
382. Japanese defeated X 
383. Japanese defeated in Battle of' 
Coral Sea X X 
384. Japanese defeated in the 
Philippine Sea X 
385. Japanese drive British .and Dutch 
f'rom Bums. X 
386. Japanese drive British and Dutch 
f'rom the East Indies X 
38'1. Japanese drive British and Dutch 
f'rom Malaya X 
388. Japanese driven out of Guadalcanal X 
389. Japanese fleet beaten in Battle of' 
Coral Sea X 
390. Japanese fleet beaten in Battle of 
W.dway Island X 
391. Japanese forces attack Guam X 
392. Japanese forces attack HongkoDg X 
393. Japanese forces attack Midway Island X 
394. Japanese forces attack Philippine 
Islands X 
395. Japanese forces attack Wake I sl.a.nd. X 
396. Japanese forces invade Aleutians X 
397. Japanese forces land on AJ.eutia.ns X 
398. Japanese forces seize Manchuria X 
399. Japanese homeland bombed X 
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400. J"apa.nese invade the East Indies X 
401. J'apanese imade Manchuria X 
402. J'apanese invade the Netherlands X 
403. J'apanese land on Luzon X 
404. J'apanese launch attack against 
lle.l.aya X 
405. J'apanese leaders ask for peace X 
406. J'apanese navy forces beaten in 
Battle of Coral Sea X 
407. J'apanese navy forces beaten in 
Battle of Midway X 
408. .Tapanese occupy Agattu Islands X 
409. .Tapanese occupy Attu X 
41.0. J'apanese occupy Ki aka X 
41.1. J"apanese on Attu are attacked X 
412. J"apanese overrun Malay Peninsula X X 
41.3. J"apanese overrun much of Asia 
and the East Indies X 
41.4. .Tapanese overrun the Philippines X 
415. .Tapanese planes bomb U. s. Fleet 
at Pearl Harbor X 
416. J'apanese seize Aleutians X 
41.7. .Tapanese seize Attu X 
41.8. J'apanese seize French Indo-China X 
41.9. J"apanese seize Kiska X 
420. .Tapanese seize Siam X 
421. J'apanese seize three ot Aleutians X 
___. 
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422. JapanesEt sink the Pe.nay X 
423. J"apanesEl strike the Philippines X 
424. J"apaneso surrender X 
425. J"apanesE~ surrender to U. N. X 
426. J"apaneso take Hongkong X 
427. Japaneso take Korea X 
428. Japanes~~ take Manchuria X 
429. J"apaneso troops move into Indo-China X 
430. J"av.a ovorrun X 
431. J"ava arul Sumatra are conquered X 
432. Kearney sunk X 
433. King of Norway flees to England X 
434. Kiska. rocaptlll."ed by Americans X 
435. Landing made against Naples X 
436. Landing made at Algiers X 
437. Landing made at Luzon X 
438. Landing made at Normandy X 
439. Landing made at Sicily X 
440. Landingfl begin at Algiers X 
441. Landi:ngfl made in Normandy X 
442. League crt Nations change over to 
U. N. all property and ceases 
to e:2:ist X 
443. League of Nations protest to J"apan X 
444. League c•f Nations put trade ban I I 
on It;al;y X il I 
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445. Lend Lease Act passed X 
446. Lend Lease Bill X 
447. Lend Lease Bill passed X X 
448. Leyte attacked X 
449. Leyte captured X 
450. Lilienthal made Chairman o:r U. s. 
Atomic Energy Commission X 
451. Luxemburg liberated X 
452. Luzon i:ovaded X 
453. Lyons, Paris, Tours and Dijon 
are liberated X 
454. llaaA.rthur escapes to Australia X X X X X 
455. lla.aA.rthur goes to Australia X 
456. Jlac.Arthur made Supreme Commander 
of u. N. Forces in South-
western Paci:f'io X 
457. Jle.eA.rthur makes a landing in the 
Philippines X 
458. MacArthur retires to Bataan X 
459. Jla.aA.rthur withdraws to Australia X 
460. JlaaArthur' s armies capture llanila X 
461. MacArthur' s men land on Luzon X 
462. lla.lay Straits taken X 
463. :Malaya :falls X 
464. Jla.nehuko set up X 
465. Manila Bay opened X 
466. Jlanila bombed X 
467. Manila falls 
468. Manila 1ron 
469. Mariana Islands taken 
470. :Marines land on Guadalcanal 
471. llarines take Iwo :rima. 
472. Marines take Peleliu 
473. Jl.arshalJ. Islands taken 
474. KarshalJ. made Chief ot Staff 
475. Jla.rsball Plan set up 
476. llexico goes to war 
477. lloscow I>eclaration 
478. Kunich C:onterence 
479. Jlussolizd becomes dictator 
480. llu.ssoliid comes to power 
481. llussoliili declares war on France 
482. Kussolizli driven from power 
483. llussol1IL1 executed 
484. llussoliiL1 executed by partisans 
485. Kussolird killed 
486. Mussolird meets death at hands 
ot a mob 
487. Jlussoli:rd overthrown 
488. .Kussolizd sends his army to Albania 
489. llussolitlii. sends his army into Greece 
490. Jlussolill.i shot 
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491. Nazis cnpture Kerch Peninsula X 
492. Nazis capture Sevastopol X 
493. Nazis cause reign ot terror in 
Germany X 
494. Nazis iltNade Norway X 
495. Nazis smash into Fr8.llce X 
496. Nazis t1ak:e over Denmark X 
497. Netherl1ands East Indies captured X 
498. New Gui:n.ea recaptured X 
499. New Italian gover:mnent declares 
war ;against Gel.'malJY X 
500. New Order in Greater East Asia X 
501. Normandy Peninsula captured X 
502. North Atlantic Treaty signed X 
503. Norway conquered X 
504. O.P.A. established X 
505. Okinawa attacked X 
506. Okinawa captured X 
507. Okinawa taken X X 
508. Osmena elected President ot 
Philippine Republic X 
509. Paris :t:alls X X 
510. Paris treed X X 
511. Paris Peace Pact X 
512. Paris set :free X 
513. Patton's army reaches Czechoslovakia X I 
!I 
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514. Pearl Harbor attack X 
515. Pearl Harbor bombed ~ Japanese 
planE1S X 
516. Philippines become independent X 
517. Philippines captured X 
518. Philippines freed X X 
519. Philippines invaded X 
S!O. Philipptnes retaken X 
521. Poland c;:a.ptured X 
~. Poland ~~alls X 
525. Poland lnvaded 1: X 
5!4. Poland 1;aken 1: 
5-25. Potsdam Conference X X 
526. Prince o;! Wale!! lost I 
5'27. Reeonquost of the Philippines X 
5!8. Representatives ot fifty nati~ms 
meet in San Franei8eo . to lay 
f'ounclation of 8,Jlot4er world 
organization X 
529. Republi<! of the Philippines is 
born X 
530. RemU§~ lost X 
5$1. Reuben ~r ames sunk .. X 
532. Rhine R:L ver crossed X X 
555. Rome-Bell:'lin Axis X 
534. Rome-Be::.-lin-Tok;yo Axis . X 
555. Rome-Be:t"lin-Tols;yo Axis f'ormed . X X 
-----· -------- ---- - ---- ---- -~--- ------
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556. Rome . f'al ls I X I 
557. Rome tal~:en X I 
558. Rommel • 11 B:r11fY . trapped in Tunisia X 
5~9. Roosevel t asks for Declaration 
of Wnr I 
540. Roos.eve:L t, Churchill and Chiang 
Kai-tahek meet at Cairo X X I 
541. Roosevelt and Churchill dralt' up 
Atl~1tie Charter I 
5~. Roosevelt and Churchill meet X X X X 
543. Roosevelt and Churchill meet 
on !Jlgusta 
544. Rooseve:Lt and Churchill meet 
at C1UJablanca X X X 
545 •. Roosevalt. and ChurChill meet 
at Q11ebec I 
546. Roosevelt end Ghurchill ·- meet the 
Sul t<m of Morocco at Casablanca X 
547. Roosevelt, Churchill and ·Stalin 
meet at Potsdam I 
548. RoosevS:Lt, . Churchill.. and Stalin 
meet at Teheran X I X X 
549. Roosevelt, Churchill .. and Stalin 
meet at Yalta X X X 
550. Roosevel.t . dies. X I X I I I I 
551. Roosevelt dies three months after 
I four~h term begins X 
552. Roosevelt elected ·for ·a fourth term · X X X I 
555. Roosevelt ele.cted for a third t .erm X X I 
II 
554. Roosevelt ebtains from England . a num- ,, 
ber ·of naval and airplane bases. X II 
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555. Roosevel·t. reelected as Preside:at X 
556. Roosevel'l; reelec.ted for third term X 
557. Bostov f ,ills. to Germans X 
558. Royal Ai:r Force takes offensive 
again't. t Germany X 
559. Ruhr BasL'l fal.ls X 
580. Russia. advances on Berlin X 
561. Russia attacked by Germany X 
56'2. Russia declares war on Japan X X X X X 
5as. Russia dropped from membership in 
Leagu.e of Nati11ns X 
564. Russia enters war against Japan X 
555. Russia and Finland go to war X 
566. Russia and Germany sign a pact X 
I 
557. Russia, .Great Britain andJJnited 
II State's meet at Potsdata, ·· GerBIBJ'l1' X 
568. Russia invaded ·by Germany X 
,, 
569. Rttssia invades German7 .from . the East. X 
.570. Russia 1!1eizes three ·countries on 
Balti.c Sea X 
571. Russia elhares · Poland w:lth .: Germany X 
II 5'72. Russian and J.meri.ean armies ·meet. X 
II 
575. Russian armies:. move :into : Poland X 
I 574. Russiane1 and Americans: meet at 'forgau X 
I. 
. 575. Russia.n11 enter. Poland X q II 
576. Russian~• move into. . Berlin X 'I { - ---· 
II 
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577. Saipan ·1;aken X 
5'78. San Francisco Couference · X 
519. Second ~lefeat of Germany in 1946 X 
sao. •second Pront11 X 
581. Secondlrorld War ends X 
582. Seleoti1re Service .Act ·passed X 
583. Siam ca]>tured X 
584. Sicily ~Lnvaded X X 
585. SicUy i~aken X 
586. SicUy 1ron X 
587. Singapore captured X X 
588. SingapoJ~e ·falls X X 
589. SpaniSh fight_ each other X 
590. SuperfolMiresses . bomb .. Japan · X 
591. SuperfoJ~tresses _ bomb Japanese 
Islands X 
592. Surrend4n- terms_ signed in 
Tok;rc> Bay X 
593. Tarawa :Ls attacked 
5t~., Ti.l'lian 1~aken X 
595. •Today 1re 01m G8rllany ad tomorrow 
the 11hole · .world'l · X 
596. Tokyo 1 13 bombed X 
597. Troops :Landed on Leyte X 
598. Truk bolabed X 
599. Truman 1becomes_President X X X X X X 
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600. Truman, Churchill and Stalin 
meet at Potsdam 
601. Truman Ellected Vice-President 
602. Truman uends General George C. 
Marshall to Chima 
605. Truman takes of':fice 
S04. · Twenty-uix nations . sign a •Declara-
tion o:f the United Nations* 
605. Ukraine captured by Germans 
606. United Jlations established 
007. United !lations :formed 
608. United ~lations . set up 
609. United ~rations' Relief & Rehabili-
tation J.dmini·stration 
X 
610. U. S. adopts Charter o:f United . Nations 
611. U. S. ajLds China 
63.~. U. S., Oanacia . and Great Britain work 
together on atomic bomb 
615. tJ. S. Congress passes Lend L.e.ase Act 
614. U. S. C()ntinues to sell ecrap iron, 
oil ltnd other goods to Japan 
615. tJ. s. continues to sell war supplies 
to Jnpsn after attack on China 
Gl6. U. S. continues trade with Italy 
(Over League ·protest) 
617. 1J. S. dE~clares war on axis powers 
618. U. S. dt~c1ares war on Germany and 
It~r 
619 . U. S. dt~clares war on Japan 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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8%0. u. s. establishes, air bases and 
other stations in . Greenland. X 
621 • . u. s. establishes·. outposts ot 
defense 
622. u. s. exehanges f'irty. dastroyers 
with England tor · bas~s · · X X X 
6'23. u. s., Great Britain and .Soviet 
Russia issue Kos.cow Daclara-
tion 
&24. u. S • . and Great. Britain .decl.are 
war on Japan .· X 
~5. u. S. Moves ·. to ·help Britain · X 
S2S. u. s. prepares .tor self' defense · · X 
6'2'1. u. s. sends·· China snpplles ·. X 
628. u. s. stops selling. supplies 
to Japan X 
~9. u. s. trades tif'ty destroyers 
to Britain for bases X X X X 
sso. TJ. s., United .lingdoa, Soviet 
Union and China meet in 
Washington, D. e. X 
631. v EDq X X X X X X 
652. v E Day procl.aimed X 
sss. v JDq X 
654. Versailles Treat, X 
6$5. Victory in Europe X 
656. Wainwright captured · X 
637. Wainwright surrenders . X 
ssa. Wainwright surrenders to the 
Japanese X 
639. War between ·.the States 
a.to. War comes · to ·Europe 
641. War in Europe begins 
642. War in Europe ends 
64S. War Labor Board set up 
644. Warsaw captured 
645. Warsaw destroyed: by bombs 
646. Western Europe set · f'ree 
647. Wbi te men lose face . 
648. Willkie welco~ed in Siberian 
Republic of Yaputok 
649. Wind-up of war ·in Europe 
850. Woman Army Corps created 
651. World .War II begins in Eur<>pe 
65'2. Yalta Conference 
655. Yugoslarla fights German troops 
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TABLE NO. XV 
DISTRIBU'riON OF NUMBER OF ·DIFFERENT EVENTS IN 
EA.CH BOaK .ARRANGED ·IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
~KF 1S'7 
BOOKE 129 
BOOK A 89 
B:>OK B 86 
OOOK C 85 
BOOKH '75 
BOOK G n 
BOOK I 64 
IOOK D 48 
BOOK 1 '5 
Dates 
Dates, in themselves ·bear. ·littla social importance. : It is 
only their relationship t .o event.a : .that gives . th.em particular sig-
ni!icance. Bel0w are· ·listed, the .dates mast ·frequently· agreed· upcm 
by the authors · of' ~these· te~books. 
One hundred and- sixty various . dates : are .recorded. ·. ·o.nq~ two 
dates, 1941 and l .945, .are . sbo:wn ... ln .all textbooks • . However, the 
following five date.s appear ·.in.: all. books but. one, . with . . the exeep-
tion noted: 
1940 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1.944, .June 6 
- Book 1 
- Book 1 
- Book J 
- Book D 
Book D 
It is to be noted that. December · 7, 1941,. the date · l)D which 
Pearl Harbor was attaeked, .is ·recorded in: o1lly eight . books"- the 
exceptions. being Book·G and .·Book H. 
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TABLENO.M 
DATES ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY SHOWIBG NlJIIJBER OF TIMES 
MENTIONED IN EAGH ·BOOK 
A. B · c D E .F G H I J 
1. 1776 1 1 
!. 1786 1 
3. 1791 1 
4. 1840 1 
s. 1854 1 
6. 1908 1 
7. 1909 1 
a. 1914 1 1 
9. 1915 1 
10. 1917 2 1 
11. 1918 2 
12. 1918, Nov. 11 1 
13. 1919 1 1 1 
1-'. 1~ 2 1 1 
15. 19'fi 1 
16. 1922 1 1 1 1 1 
17. 1924 1 
18. 1927, Apr. S 1 
19. 1928 1 1 1 
:ro. 1~ 1 1 
----- - ------ ----- ==--=------==--~------ ---
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n. 1950 1 1 5 2 5 
22. 1951 1 5 1 5 5 :2 2 2 
:25. 1951, Dec. 7 5 
24. 19~ 1 
:25. 1955 1 1 1 1 1 
26. 1954 5 1 1 
'27. 1935 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 
28. 1936 1 1 ~ 1 l 
~9. 1957 2 2 2 4 :2 '2 5 1 
50. 1958 1 5 1 1 "2 1 
51. 1958, Sept. 1 
52. 1958, Sept ~ 1 
ss. 1958, Oct. 1 
54. 1958, Dec. u 1 
55. 1939 1 s 1 1 3 5 ~ 5 
56. 1939, Aug. l 
57. 1959, Sept. 1 1 2 
- I 
sa. 1939, Sept. 1 1 1 
59. l939, Sept. 3 5 3 3 
40. 1940 2 1 2 2 1 10 2 3 5 
41. 1940, May 10 1 1 
42. 1940, May 29 1 
43. 1940, June 10 1 
"'· 
1940, J1llle 14 1 
-----~-- -- ---- -- - -· ~- - . -- - --
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45. 1940, June a 1 
46. 1940, .Tune :24 1 
47. 1940, .Tune ~6 1 
48. 1940, June rT 1 
49. 1940, Sept 1 
50. 1940, Sept. 14 1 
51. 1940, Nov. 5 1 
52. 1941 5 :2 5 5 4 11 5 5 5 1 
55. 1941, Ju. 1 1 
54. 1941, Jlar. U 1 
55. 1941, June 1 
56. 1941, June ·:22 1 
57 •. 1941, :Aug. 1 
58. 1941, Nov. 1 
59. 1941, Nov. ~6 1 
60. 1941, Dec. 1 1 
61. 1941,. Dec. 5 1 
62. 1941, Dec. ., 1 2 1 1 4 5 4 1 
65. 1941, Dec. e 1 1 1 1 1 
64. 1941, Dec. u 1 1 1 1 
65. 1941, Dec. i26 1 
66. 194'2 1 6 :2 6 4 15 5 4 10 
67. 194~, Jan. l 
68. 1942, Jan. 1 1 
., 
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69. 194.l;, Jan. :% ~ 2 
70. 194t, Feb. 1 
71. 1941f, Feb. 15 l. 
72. 194'21 Apr. 1 2 
75. 1942, May 2 
74. 194!, .May 6 1 · 
75. 194'!, May 7 1 
76. 194t, .. JmJ.e 1 
77. 194!, J\ll'le 4 1 
78. 194!1 June 6 1 
79. 1942, Aug. 1 
so. 1942, Aug. 1 1 1 
81. 19~, Sept. 1 
8!. 194'2, Oct. 1 :2 
as. 194'2, Nov. 1 
84. 194'2, Nov. 7 1 1 1 1 
85. 194"2, Nov. B 1 1 1 
86. 1945 1 4 4. 3 5 1.6 1 1 8 
87. 1945, Mar. 1 
88. 1943, ·May 1 
89. 1945, )(ay 15 1 
90. 1943, June 5 1 
91. 1945, July 1 
92. 1943, July 10 1 
"if_04 
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915 •. 1945,. Sept. s 1 1 1 
94. 194S, . Sept. 8 1 
95. 1945, Oet. 1! 1 
96. 19415, Nov. 1 
97. 1945, Dec. ~ 
98. 1944 s 5 1 4 9 2 1 15 4 
99. 1944, Jan. 1 
100. 1944, Jan. 4 1 
101. 1944, Mar. e 
102. 1944, Jlar. 21 1 
105. 1944, June 1 2 ~ 
104. 1944, June e 1 2 5 4 1 1 1 1 l 
105. 1944, July 2 1 
106. 1944, July 25 1 
107. 1944, lug. 1 1 
108. 1944, J.ug. 25 1 
109. 1944, Sept. 1 1 
no. 19441 Oct. 1 1 1 
111. 19441 Oct. 2 1 
11l2. 1944, Oct. ~0 1 1 1 
115. 1944, Dec. 1 '2 1 
114. 1945 4 5 1 4 5 9 1 1 10 2 
115. 1945, Jan. 1 
ll6. 1945, Feb. 1 
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117. 1945, liar. e 1 
ne. 1945, Apr. 1 1 1 1 
119. 1945, Apr. 12 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 
120. 1945, Apr. :21 1 
1'21. 1945, Apr. ~5 1 1 1 
1~. 1945, Apr. :26 1 
123. 1945, Apr. !7 1 
1'24. 1945, Apr. 28 1 
1.25. 1945, May 1 
U!S. 1945, May 1 2 1 
127. 1945, May 7 1 :2 1 4 1 l 
128. 1945, Play 8 1 2 1 1 
129. 1945, June 26 1 
150. 1945, July 5 1 
151. 1945, July 16 1 1 
152. 1945, July 17 1 
153. 1945, July u 1 
154. 1945, July 28 1 
135. 1945, Aug. 1 2 
1256. 1945, Aug. 2 1 
1~. 1945, Aug. 5 1 
1S8. 1945, Aug. 6 1 1 1 1 1 
139. 1945, Aug. e 1 1 1 
140. 1945, .Aug. lO 1 1 
·- - -·-
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141. 1945, Aug • . 14 1 1 1 
14'!. 1945, Aug. :28 1 
14~. 1945, Sept. 1 1 
144. 1945, Sept. 2 1 :2 1 
145. 1945, Sept. lS 1 
146. 1945, Oct .. 1 
147. 1945, Oct. 24 1 
148. 1945, Dec. 1 
149. 1946 2 1 5 5 1 4 s 
150. 1946,. Jan. 1 
151 •. 1946, Jan. 10 1 
15!. 1946, June 1 
155. 1946, July 4 . 1 1 1 
154. 1946, Nov. 1 
155. 1947 1 2 3 4 s 4 1 
156. 1947, Jan. 1 
157. 1948 1 2 5 9 1 
158. 1948, Dee. 10 1 
159. 1949 1 1 1 
160. 1950 l 
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TABLE NO. XVII 
TOTAL NUMBER OF DIFFERENT DATES LISTED BY EACH BOOK 
IN ORDER OF FREQtJmCY 
BOOKE 51 
BOOK I 42 
BOOK F 41 
BOOK A 40 
BOOKJ 40 
BOOK C 'l/1 
BOOK B 35 
BOOK H 31. 
BOOK G 50 
BOOK D :28 
1~7 
I 
Aids to Teachi~ 
Pictures 
Pictures like maps are a valuable asset in the rield or teaching. 
It would seem that pictures are a necessary tool in the rield or his-
tory as the students can use these visual aids to gain more accurate 
ideas concerning events, which are or such a diversiried nature that 
one would not ordinarily be acquainted with them. 
All the texts except Book B included pictures. Due to the wide 
variety or pictures, there seemed to be no way ot arr8.lJ8ing them in a 
table or value. The pictures are listed below under the various te:x:ts 
in which they are included. 
Book A 
1. The Methods or World War II 
A. Mass Air Raids 
B. Parachute Troops Being Dropped 
c. Plane-Tank Team 
D. Amphibious Operations 
2. The Organization or the United Nations 
3. Refugees leaving a city that has been destroyed by war 
4. L.S.T. unloading tanks and supplies on a beach 
5. President Roosevelt speaking to a radio audience 
Book B None 
Book C 
1. Shows an American Soldier using a walkie-talkie 
~08 I , 
2. Ruins of' Stal.ingrad, Russia (This city was destroyed by the 
Germans.) 
3. Events leading to Second World War (Three Sketches) 
A. Hitler speaks to a crowd 
B. German bombers bomb a city 
C. Attack on Pearl Harbor 
4. Superf'ortresses under construction 
6. General. Eisenhower speaks to .American paratroopers before the 
attack across the EDglish CJ:la.mlel 
6. Men and ta:cks advance in a German city 
7. American flag being raised on Iwo Jima 
a. Atomic bomb being exploded at Bikini Lagoon 
9. Stal.in, Roosevelt and Churchill at a meeting in Teheran 
10. Sketch of' a tank under fire 
11. United Nat ions in session 
12. Reproduction of' Saturday Evening Post covers depicting the 
"Four Freedoms". 
A. Freedom from Fear 
B. Freedom from Want 
c. Freedom of' Religion 
D. Freedom of' Speech 
13. Cartoon of' Willie and Joe (Bill Mauldin's cartoon of' the 
sad-faced weary foot soldiers 
ot: the Second World War) 
14. Chart "Casualties of World War II" 
Book D 
1. Japanese cavalrymen i:n 14a.nchuri&. 
2. Chancellor Hitler reviews Nazi troops 
3. Jlarines and natives on a Pacific island 
4. U. S. Jl.a.rines help civilians at Okinawa 
5. The Burma Road :as seen from the air 
6. U. s. soldiers helping natives repair railroad tracks 
:at Casablanca. 
7. Chinese crew preparing a U. s. plane tor flight 
s. C-47 being loaded for a flight across Africa 
9. Tablet erected at the University of Chicago commemorating 
"Man's Victory Over The Atom" 
10. Making nylon parachutes 
11. Opening meeting in Paris of U.N.E.s.c.o. 
12. Chart "Framework of the United Nations" 
Book E 
1. New ship slides down the r'llllW8Y 
2. Part of the AJ.askan Highway 
3. Roosevelt and Churchill meet to draw up the Atlantic Charter 
4. Pearl Harbor under attack of the J'apanese December 7, 1941 
5. Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill meet at Teheran 
6. WAC • s mustering for drill 
7. Red Cross workers 
8. America.n bombers drop bombs on Germany 
9. General "Ike" talks to paratroopers before "H-Hour" on D-Da.y 
10. Heavy gun firing 
ll. Admiral c. W. Nimitz meets Vice-Admiral Hoover 
12. American troops use flamethrowers on Kwajalein Island 
13. President Truman and Admiral Halsey meet at the Wbi te House 
14. General MacArthur speaking over the microphone as the J:apa.-
nese signed surrender terms on the u.s.s. Missouri 
15. American Flag bei:ng raised on Iwo J"ima 
16. Diagram "How the United Nations is Organized" 
BookF 
1. Aerial view o1: Pearl Harbor 
2. An atomic bomb is exploded under water in a test in the 
South p.ac11:ic 
3. Jet-propelled plane designed 1:or combat service 
4. Part o1: the Nisei (Japanese-American) regiment, wbich se:t"Ved 
in Italy 
5. View of the Skoda munitions work in western Czechoslavakia 
6. Churchill and Roosevelt meet in the Atlantic and draw up the 
"Atlantic Charter" 
7. In World Vlar II women served in the armed se:t"Vices; shows a. 
Spar, a WAC, a Wave and a. llarine 
a. Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin with their staffs meet to 
discuss war plans 
9. General Eisenhower returns from Europe and rides to the 
Capitol with General :Marshall, Army Chief of Staff 
10. Telephone equipment set up on front lines provides vital 
means of communication w1 th the home base 
ll. Radar set operated by Junerica.ns in the Italian campaign 
12. Bridge at Remagen, Germa.ny captured by American soldiers 
13. B-29 superfortresses in flight 
14. Admiral Chester W. Nimitz seated at his desk 
15. General MacArthur signs the formal surrender terms given 
to Japan 
16. Security Council of the United Nations in session 
17. Agreement to establish permanent home of the U.N. in America 
is signed 
18. Architects' a n:.odel ot the Home ot the United Nations 
19. American Flag being raised on Iwo J'ima 
Book G 
1. President Roosevelt gives General Doolittle the Congressional 
Medal of Honor 
2. Women at work in a California bomber plant 
Book H . 
1. Albert Einstein who sought freedom in America from Nazi perse-
cution 
2. ll.a.nuel Quezon, wartime President of the Philippine Common-
wealth 
3. Benito Mussolini speaking to a crowd 
4. .Tapanese soldiers celebrate the capture of Chinchow, Manchuria 
5. Building collapsing in London from Hitler's Luftwaffe 
6. Pearl Harbor under attack December 7, 1941 
7. Women workers in defense factories 
8. American uniforms of World War II 
A. Infantryman 
B. Paratrooper 
c. Navy Talker 
D. WAC 
E. Wave 
F. Marine 
9. Weapons and J4a.chines used by America's fighting forces 
10. Marines fight their way ashore at Saipan 
-:J 2 
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ll. Roosevelt and Churchill meet and draw up the Atlantic 
Charter 
12. Stalin, Roosevelt and Churchill meet 
13. Charter of the United Nations being drawn up; Edward R. 
Stettinius, Jr. signs for the United States 
14. Security Council in session 
15. General Assembly in session 
16. Model of the United Nations' home in New York 
17. Diagram "The United Nations' Organization and its Functions" 
Book I 
l. Signing the Charter of the United Nations at San Francisco 
2. United Nations' General Assembly in session 
3. Lend-lease supplies from the United States move by rail-
road in Iran to Russia 
4. C-47's drop paratroopers to free France 
5. American troops and supplies move on the beaches of Normandy 
6. French people cheer entry of American troops into Paris 
7. General. MacArthur watches the foreign minister of Japan 
sign the surrender document on the battleship Missouri 
8. Roosevelt and Churchill meet in the Atlantic and draw up 
the Atlantic Charter 
9. Portrait of Audie Murphy, the "most decorated G.I." 
10. Radar sending and recei ViDg set 
ll. The City of Nagasaki after one atomic bomb 
12. Reproduction of the Saturday Evening Post covers depicting 
the "Four Freedoms" 
BookJ' 
l. Home of the United Nations 
2. A Sperry searchlight being operated in connection with an 
anti-aircraft battery 
I 
!i 
TABLE NO. MII 
NUMBER OF DIFFERDIT PI~ SHOWN IN EACH· BOOK 
ARRMIGED ·IN -ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
BOOKF 19 
BOOKH 17 
BOOK E 18 
BOOKC 14 
BOOK D 1:£ 
BOOK I 12 
BOOK A 5 
BOOK G '! 
BOOK J ~ 
BOOK B None 
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Teaching Aids 
Suggested Activities 
The ten books analyzed in this study show a wide variety of mate-
rial, which is usu.al.ly found at the end of the chapters or units. Be-
cause of the diversified nature of the data, a su.mmary has been made of 
the material given in each text. 
BOOK A 
This book is arranged by units with a brief sketch as an introduction 
to Unit X. 
There are thirty-one questions of various types found throughout this 
unit, for example: 
BOOK B 
,.·· 
Recall ,_ "Name the countries which were conquered 
by Germany." 
Research - "Name the products which the Japanese 
wanted to get from the Dutch East Indies. What is the 
most important island of this group?" 
Discussion - "Why was the League of Nations, which 
was formed after the First World War, unable to prevent 
another war?" 
Thgu.ght - "How did the way in which Hitler governed 
Germany differ from the way govermnent is carried on in 
our country?" 
This text is organized by units and has a detailed preview at the be-
ginniDg of Unit VII. 
Twenty general books that may be used with aDY one of the eight units 
of this volume are listed at the end of the preface, together With three 
source books. 
Following the preview of this unit, ten books are itemized under 
the heading: "Books You Will Enjoy With This Unit". 
A lengthy Sl.UIIIJlB.ry' is included at the end of the chapter. 
Ten thought questions are found in this unit, for example: "De-
scribe the way World War II came to the United States, and the changes 
it made in American ways of living." 
Fifteen historical terms are listed :for the pupils' dictionary and 
vocabulary, such as protectorate. 
Under elective activities are the :following typical suggestions: 
BOOK C 
"Plan a series o:f talks on 'The United States as 
a World Power'." 
"On an outline map o:f the world indicate all the 
countries with which the United States has had ques-
tions or disputes. Show in same way whether the di:f:fi-
culty was settled by war, arbitration, treaty, or an 
international court." 
Book C is arranged by units with a brie:f preview at the beginning 
o:f Unit III. 
There are two chapters which deal with World War II. At the end 
ot both chapters, there are thirty-two suggested activities listed under · 
"Working with History and GeographY", for example: 
".Map - United Nations and Axis. On a map o:f the 
world show by means o:f di:fferent colors the countries 
which fought on the side o:f the Axis and those which 
were on the side o:f the United Nations in the Second 
World War." 
"War Stories. Many interesting books have a set-
ting of the Second World War. Such a one is Floherty' s 
1 ~Ll7 
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Courage and the Glor;y, eight true stories of the 
valiant deeds of_ American heroes. Girls will like 
J"acobs' By Your Leave, Sir which tells the experi-
ences of a WAVE, a.n.Q. -Bars on Her Shoulders by 
Stansbury, the tale ot a WAC. Make an annotated 
list ot books in your· 11 brary that have a Second 
World War setting." 
-"St.am:p Exhibit. The stamp collectors in your 
class might arr.ange an exhibit or stamps commemorat-
ing both world wars." 
"Exchange Students. I:f' you could select a country 
to which you might , be sent as an exchange student, .which 
would you choose? Write a letter to a friend explain-
iDg your choice. Explain why you think exchange students 
a good thing :f'or international peace.• 
A very complete list is also furnished :for oral reports, review 
quizzes and vocabulary drills. 
This volume is organized by units. There is a picture at the be-
ginning o:f Unit 10, showing the "Design f'or United Nations Headquarters" 
in New York City, and the opening words of the Charter of the United Na.-
tiona ·are quoted. 
A Time Relationship Chart is shown at the close ot this unit. 
Sixty-six place names mentioned in this unit ,are listed with the fol-
lowing suggested activities: 
"Use these place names to test your: knowledge ot 
geography in various :ways. Try classifying them under 
different groupings. 
a. Eastern Hemisphere and Western Hemisphere 
b. Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere 
c. Location by continents 
d. Names ot countries, cities, islands, bodies 
of .:water, etQ." 
t j_j_8 
Seven study activity lessons a:re listed. For example: 
"Reading :a newspaper regu.l:arly is a very desira-
ble habit to for.m.. Newspapers contain material on 
current topics tbat is interesti:ng, 1nf'or:mative, :and 
valuable. It is today' s history being :written today. 
For a period of a .week or ten days examine a daily 
newspaper. As you do this, list in chart form the 
items which are concerned .with the following topics: 
International :a:tt:airs, United States attairs, Science, 
.Art, llli.sic, Literature.• 
Five books are listed for further study. 
Under the appendix is' shown the World Background Chart; biography 
notes .are given to supplement the text, and a glossary is included with 
the following explanation: 
"The glossary gives 71 selected words .and te~ 
:appearing in this book. The meaning of each is ex-
plained in a definition which fits the way it is used 
in the text. The pronunciation of many of the words 
.and terms is given in pareirtheses. :Marks are used 
:with some of the letters to show the sounds those let-
ters have in the :word. The list below shows which 
sound of a letter each pronunciation mark means.• 
This book is arranged by units ltiith brief introduc·tions preceding 
each chapter ar Unit XII. Part of Unit XI, Chapter headed "How We Lived 
With Our Neighbor Nations• has to do .with the treatment; of World War II. 
Sixteen :words .:are , listed at the end of the chapters, such as Nazi, 
and convoys, under the title "Can. you use these words?•. Seven:teen quas-
I . I tions are shown under the caption "Can you answer these questions?•, for 
example: "Why did the •aggressor nations start World War II?"; "Why was 
the conquest of Italy a long and bitter series of battles?". Six ex-
pl anatory questions are listed under the heading "Test Your ThinkiDS", 
' ~t19 
such as 
"In 1940, tor the first tilne in our history, an 
American President was reelected tor a third term. 
Wbat was the reason tor it? Do you think the number 
of terms a President may sel."'V"e should be limited?" 
"Do you think the United States should have used 
the atomic bomb against J"apan? Explain your answer." 
A unit time table is given at the end ot the unit, showing important 
dates and events. 
Under "Interesting Reading" and "Other Material" for further study, 
twenty-seven books are listed. 
Twelve projects are itemized under "Interesting Things To Do", tor 
example: 
"A Cartoon Collection. From present and past 
newspapers and magazines collect a selection of cartoons 
which deal with the subject ot war and peace. Pick out 
the ten best, bring them to class neatly mounted on 
cardboard, and explain what they mean. It you can, add 
an original war cartoon ot your own." 
"A Map of World War II. In this war there were 
very :few nations not directly involved. The major na-
tions may be listed in three groups: those fighting tor 
J"apan and Germany, those fighting against the aggressor 
nations, and neutrals. Using a different color tor each 
group, sh011 on a map how the world was divided. The 
World Almanac will supply the information you need." 
"War Food Pie Chart. During World War II food was 
a serious problem. Not only were we required to feed 
our armed forces and the people on the home front, but 
we also supplied food to our Allies. Here is how we 
distributed our supply in 1944: civilians 75 percent; 
armed forces 14 percent; Allies 11 percent. Illustrate 
this by a pie chart." 
"Local History. F.very to~n, village and city helped 
to bring victory over our eneinies. Study the history of 
your conmru.nity to see what it did. Include war indus-
tries, number of men and women in the armed forces, num-
tf 20 
ber who lost their lives, war bond and stamp record, 
celebrations in honor o.f returned veterans." 
Three interesting questions are given under the caption "Connect 
the Present with the Past". 
:OOOK F 
Book F is arranged by units which are referred to as divisions ~th 
a brief discourse as an introduction to Division Eight. Part of Division 
Seven, Chapter 18, entitled "World War Creates New· International Rela-
tions" bas to do with the treatDlent of World War II. 
There is a SUilDilaXY .at the end of each chapter under the ce.ption "The 
Past Marches Down", depicting the more import·ant aspects. 
Various .activities ·are listed at the close of each chapter under the 
heading "For Further Learning", covering words .and expressions that pu-
pils should know, for example: blitzkreig, robot bomb, fifth columnist; 
discussion questions such as 
"Explain what is meant by the term 'tot.alita.rian' 
sta.te. Name those that were in eXistence at the be-
gilllli.ng of World \f;e.r II. Name the tota~itarian nations 
of the wol.'ld today." 
"Discuss the most important provisions of the United 
Nations Charter. How many nat i ons met to make this docu-
ment?"; 
projects for further study, for example: 
"Arrange· :an exhibition of war pictures, showing 
the many places throughout· the world in .which American 
troops fought during 1941-1945."; 
use of time-line, such as 
I, 
~. _21. 
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"Ple.ee on a time-line the dates or the :following 
events: The J"apanese attack on Manchuria, The declara-
tion crt war on Germany by England in World War II, and 
The signing or the United Nations Charter at San Fran-
cisco :following Wor~d War II."; 
map study :and outline work, :for example: 
"On :an outline map o:f the Pacific area locate the 
following places. The maps on pages 475 and 683 will 
help you. (a} Pearl Harbor (b) Gua.dalcanal (c) Oki-
nawa (d) Guam (e) Wake Isle.nd (:f) Formosa (g) Dutch 
Harbor (h) Australia (1) Attu ( j} Vladivostok." 
There is .an interesti:ng write-up at the end or Division Eight under the 
subject: "Testing our Skill in Reading the News" with six pertinent ques-
tiona for class discussion. 
Fourteen books are listed under "Reading to Learn". 
OOQK G 
This text is organized by units with introductory previews to Units 
VIII and IX. 
Suggested readings on "Plans :for Peace" are listed at the close of 
Chapter XXIX, as well as other reference . books f'or :further study at the 
end of the chapters. 
Nine books are recorded under "Readings on the Problems of' Toclaytt, 
which include several source texts at the end or Unit IX, following this 
statement, "The nearer hietor.y comes to our own time, the harder it is to 
find infoxmation about it in books." 
Five items are :found under "Suggestions for Study and Review" and 
seven are listed under "Activities", f'or example: 
"Find out all you can about the 'reverse lend-
lease' we received :from other nations." 
~ :lZ~ 
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"Let committees o'f the class report on the v.ari-
ous United Nations groups to which we be.long." 
There a.re thirty-five general bibliographies listed in the .appendix 
to supplement this text. 
rooKH 
Book H is arranged by units with a preview at the beginning of Unit 
Nine, :followed by a short introduction to each cbapter. World War II is 
covered in three cbapters of this text although mainly in Chapter XXX as 
only parts of Chapters XXVIII and XXIX bave reference to this study. The 
chapters a.re divided into numbered diVisions, aDd at the conclusion o:f 
each diVision, there .are several questions in a box eJititled "Check-Up", 
·"How did the Latin ]unerican republics cooperate 
with the United States during World War II?" 
"What :agreements hav·e the American republics made 
to resist attack?" 
"Why .are cooperation aDd friendly relations be-
tween the United States and the Latin .American re-
publics important to both?" 
Several teaching -activities appear at the end of the third chapter, 
such as 
"Do You Know the MeaniiJg? - blitzkreig, COIIlillunism, 
appeasement." · 
"Can You Identity? - Tell who or what the :follow-
ing :are and :why they are important: · Chiang Kai-shek, 
Douglas Ma.~hur, D Day." 
"Can You Locate? - Guam., Ethiopia, Nagasaki." 
~t23 
"What Do You Think? - Do you think World War 
II might have been prevented it the League at Na-
tions bad been able to stop J:apan, Italy, and Ger-
:maJ.zy when they :f'irst seized territory illegally? 
Why did Italy and Japan :f'ight on the side o:f' Great 
Britain and France in World War I :and :against these 
countries in Wor~d War II?" 
Several paragraphs are included at the end of the chapters under 
the caption "Linking the P.ast and the Present", tor example: 
"Dictators turn the clock back. Hitler .and 
Mussolini, when they were coming into power, shouted 
that their way o:f' governing was new and better. EVen 
well meaning people spoke o:r it as 'the :wave o:r the 
:f'uture' • Actually, it :was a return to barbaric ways 
:which mankind had long since outgrown. Hitler sco:f':ted 
at much o:r the :art, literature, .and music :which Europe 
had developed over long centuries. Instead, he glori-
:tied music and myths which bad their ._origin in the 
forests o:r Germany when people there:) vere little more 
than barbarians. Mussolini, also, tUrn.ed his back on 
DDlch that mankind had come to respect. Instead, he 
glorified the military might of the old, pagan Roman 
Empire and tried to copy it." 
A series o:r pictures :a.Jld notes about the Presidents of the United 
States .who are mentioned in this unit are shmm at the conclusion ot 
Unit Nine. Franklin D. Roosevelt and Harry s. Truman ·are am.OIJg those 
Presidents o:r our Country who are referred to in this text. 
A variety of explanatory material is shown at the end o:r this unit 
under the heading "Strengthening Your Understanding of Unit Nine" -
"Summary o:r Important Ideas", and, .al.so, a •SUDIIIlary of Important Dates". 
Nine questions are listed under "Unit Check-Up", tor ex.a.m:ple: 
"What is the UN? Why :was it formed? What dif-
ferences do you see in the UN :and the League ar Na-
tions? What bas the UN accomplished? What are SOJ:Ile 
o:f' the great problems of the postwar period?" 
Jluch detail.ed data is given under "GainiJJg Skill" - "JJap Projec-
tions" concerning the development of many types ot maps and their use. 
Twenty-three projects are listed under "Interesting Things To Do" 
tar further study , :and the i"ollOiling are typioal examples: 
"llake .a 'Who's Who' ot the important :men in 
Worl.d War I or World War II. Give a briei" sketch 
of each person, telling .who he .was :and what he did." 
"Prepare to take part ina discussion on control 
of the atom bomb. Should all bombs be destroyed .and 
their manufacture forbidden? Should the United Na-
tions be given control of the bombs and their manu,.. 
faet\tre?" 
Seventeen suggested books are included under the subject "You Will 
Want to Reacl". 
:OOOK I 
This book is organized in units. World War II is recorded mainly 
in Unit VII although part of Unit VIII has to do with the treatment of 
the Second World War. Each unit bas an overview as a beginning, and 1m-
mediately following the <Werview in Unit VII, ten questions are listed 
.which are :answered in. this unit. 
A time-line is included at the beginning ot Chapter 29. 
Six books on World War II are l.isted at the end o:t the chapter ~er 
"Study Activities" for further study; also, :many Jrords · and terms are· in-
cluded with which the pupils should be familiar in order to understand 
the chapter; research questions are given, . for exampl.e: 
"Global War. llention. is otten made ot the 'global 
cha.Mcter of World War II'. On the basis at experiences 
:t25 
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ot the parents, brothers and sisters, cousins, and 
other relatives of the members of the class, make a 
list of all the places· in the :wor~d where they took 
part in World .War II. UDder the list :write a good 
explanatory sentence. On a world map locate the 
places." 
Jlap work is also suggested, such ·as 
"A .:Map of German Conquest and Occupation in 
Europe. By May, 1941, Ge1'2DflllY had occupied or con-
quered ,Austria, Czechoslovekia, Poland, Demne.rk, Nor-
way, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Belgium, Fr.ance, Hungary, 
Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and. Greece. On an out-
line map of Europe shade these countries to show the 
extent of German occupation and conquest." 
Four projects for further study and in:tormat·ion are shown at the 
end of this unit Ullder the headiDg "Review Exercises for UDit VII", aDd 
the fol.l.owing is a typical example: 
"A Cartoon. Draw :a cartoon shordng why you think 
it is important for the United States to work with other 
DS.tions to br1Dg about .a peaceful world. Appoint a com-
mittee to select the beat· cartoons and then display them. 
on your bulletin board or in the halls of your school." 
A Chronological Outline covering important dates and events is shown 
in the ·appendix of this text. 
rooK 1 
Book 1 is arranged by units .which are ref'erred to as parts with a 
preview to each. World War II is covered mainly in Part Ten although some 
treatment is foUlld in Part Eight. Chapter lLII ot Part Ten contains more 
information about World War II than any other chapter in this text. 
At · the end of this chapter, the following caption appears "Projects, 
\j_26 
Enterprises, and Activities" and sub-titles are: "Questions and Problems", 
"Things To Do", "LookiDg Backward - The Story. The Nation of TodaY" with 
blanks to be filled in; and "Historical Terms". However, none of these 
have a direct beariiJg on World War II. 
This is the onl.y chapter in the text which fails to give a list ot 
books tor further study aDd information at the close ot th& chapter, and 
this would seem to iDdicate that this volume was revised hastily although 
there is a Chronological Outline showing important dates and events in the 
-appendix ot this book. 
.• ,r~ (') 
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Mieeellaneol\S Itw, .. 
Thie. group includes all those items .. that. could not properly 
be classified under any · of the other ·headings. 
There are one hundred and sixty-eight: ·items in. this.· group. 
World War ·II is ·lieted _in _all the texts. and World War I . and Gharter 
. of' the .United Nations are .Jilen.tioned. in all . books but one. 
World War II is mentioned one hundred and .. f'orty~nine · times. 
followed by World War ·I., forty-f'ive . times; and. Charter of' the United 
Natione, forty-tbree . times. 
·The following· are mentioned only once ~ any_ text: 
Air TransPort· Command 
American Frontiers 
Am~rican Scientists 
Arab Lan~s . 
Arab · :Nations 
· •.Ar~~Dal of Democracy* 
Articles of Confederation 
A tlantie.· Pact Atom.e war · 
B-17 
Ja.;.;.E4 
Bell .A.iracobra 
·~igBoss-
B~g F~ontiers 
•Black' Market• 
British ero..m -
Brit!~ Scientiets 
Christians 
Czech SoU 
D.P. 
Embargo 
Empire 
European .Traders 
Fascism 
Fasci~t Nations 
Five Year Plan 
- ==-=···=~= 
Foreign Aid Act 
Fortress Europe 
Four Freedoms 
Fourteen Points 
French Underground 
German Invaders 
German Nation 
Good Neighb&r Polley 
Greater. Germany · 
Hoover-Stimpson Doctrine 
Hornet 
Hostile World 
•Imperialia• 
Inter-lmerican ·Friendship 
International·Bill of Human Rights 
Invasion Force 
Island Bopping 
I slsnd Kingdom 
Japanese American 
*Japan's Munroe Doctrine• 
Main Street 
Mandate 
Napoleonic Wars 
New England Sea Captains 
P-58 
P-47 
P-51 
Pacific War 
Pan American Republic 
IIFeace In av Timet' 
Penicillin 
.-phoney war• 
Pirates 
Polley of . Aggression 
Reuben. JAJMB 
Road .to War 
Romsn Empire 
Rome-Berlin ·Ax:!s 
Russian Premier 
Russo-Japanese War 
San Francisco 
San Franci.seo . C.onference 
Sea Power 
Second Front 
Secretariat 
Shintoism 
Siegfried Line 
,. C; ]_2!) 
i. . 
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Smith-Connally Strike BUl 
South American. Republics 
Spanieh American War 
·Speaker e>t . ·the House 
Spitfires 
Suicide. Attacks 
Taft-Hartley Bill 
'l'hird·Front 
Totalitarian 
*Total Wa%'8 
Trans-siberian Railway 
Unconditional Surrender 
•united States of Europe-
University of Chicago 
V-1 
V-2 
Versailles Peace Conference 
Wagner Act 
War Crimes . 
War Criminals 
White House. 
World: Ooncquest 
World War·III 
•Yankee Clipper" 
---~--dll-,-,---
TABLE NO. nx 
MISCELLANEOUS ITE24S ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY SHOWING 
NUMBER OF TIMES MENTIONED IN EACH BOOK 
A B c D E F G H I J 
1 . Air Transport Command 1 
:2. American Embassy s 
3. American Frontiers 1 
4. American Nation. 1 1 
5. American Nations 2 ~ 
6. American Republic :2 1 8 
7. American Republics ~ 2 
a. American Scientists 1 
9. Arab Lands 1 
10. Arab Nations 1 
ll. •Arsenal or Democracy• 1 
1~. Articles of Confederation 1 
15. Atlantic Charter 4 7 5 3 2 7 2 
14. Atlantic Pact 1 
15. Atomic Age ~ 
16. Atomic Bomb s 1 3 2 1 1 1 
17. Atomic Bombs 1 1 1 
18. Atomic Energy 1 5 1 
19. Atomic Power 1 1 1 
~o. Atomic War 1 
-------- --- ----
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A B c D E F G H I J 
:n. Augusta % 
22. B-17 1 
:23. B~'24 1 
24. B~29 4 1 1 1 
:25 • . Bell llracobra 1 
28. · •Big Boss1' 1 
27. Big Frontiers 1 
28. Bill of Rights 1 1 
:29. •Black Market• 1 
so. liiBli tzkreig• 1 :! 1 
31. •Break Through • 2 
52. British Crown 1 
ss. l3ritish Scientists 1 
·M. Cash and Carry .2 r · 
35. Charter of U. N. s 1 9 1 .8 1 ~ 6 2 1 
!58. ChristiaD.S 1 
'!'fl. Comnnmism l 
sa. Conscription Act l 
59. Constitution or u. s. 2 :E 
40. Csech Soil l. 
41. D. P. l 
4~. '"Desert Fo-,!4 6 
45. Dictators 1 5 4 2 
44 • Duck 2 
. I 
:1~33 
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A B c D E F G H I 3 
45. Dunbarton Oaks .. Proposal 4 
48. Embargo 1 
47. Empire 1 
48. Euranium 2 
49. European Nations l. 1 
50. European ReeoveryProgram l. 
51. European Traders 1 
52. European War 1 1 
55. Faseim 1 
54. Faseist Nations 1 
55. Five Year Plan 1 
56. Foreign Aid Aet 1 
57. Fortress Europe 1 
58. Four Freedoms 1 
59. Fourteen Points 
60. Freneh Underground 1 
61. Friendship Train 1 1 
62. General Assembly 2 2 4 5 2 5 1 
as. German Invaders 1 
64. German Nation 1 
65. . Global 5 1 
66. Global War 2 1 
67. Good Neighbor Polley 1 
68. Greater Germany 1 
-,j,_34 
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A B c D E F G H I J 
69. Hoover-Stiapson Doctrine 1 
70. Hornet 1 
71. Hostile World 1 
'TZ. •Imperia.ll~ 1 
75. Inter-.lmeriean Friendship 1 
74. International Bil.l. ot 
Human Rights 1 
75. Invasion Foree 1 
76. Island Hopping 1 
71. Island Kingdom 1 
78. Japanese .lmerican 1 
79. Japanese Homeland '2 
eo. •Japan' s Munroe Doctrine" 1 
81.. Kearney 2 
82. Latin American N.ations 6 1 
85. Latin American Republics 1 1 ~ 
84. Lawless Nations 1 
85. L.C.I. 2 
86. Lend Lease Act 1 "! 1 1 1 1 1 
(51. Maginot Line 2 
88. Main Street 1 
89. Mandate 1 
90 .. Marshall Plan 1 1 1 
91. Missouri 1 1 4 1 1 
92. Monroe Doctrine :2 1 
-- ==-----=--== 
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A B c D E F G H I J 
9S. Napoleoni.c Wars 1 
94. Neutrality Acts 4 3 1 2 
95. New Deal 1 
96. C11N ew Order"' 1 1 1 3 
97. New World :2 1 
98. New England S.ea Captains . 1 
99. Nine-Power Treaty 1 1 
100. One World 5 
101. •open Door• 1 1 
102. *Open Door Policy* 1 1 
103. P-38 1 
104. P-47 1 
lOS. P-51 1 
106. Pacific War 1 
107. Paet of' Paris 1 1 
108. Pan American Republie 1 
109. Panay 1 1 
no. *Peace In Our Time• 1 
111. Penicillin 1 
U'2. •Phoney lfar"" 1 
113. Pirates 1 
114. Policy of Aggress~on 1 
ll5. Radar 1 1 
us. Reuben James 1 
----
-~ 136 
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.1. B c D E F G H I J 
117. Road to War 1 
~ 
118. Roman Empire X 
119. Rome-Berlin Axis 1 
1:20. Russian Premier 1 
121. Russo-Japanese War 1 
1.22. San Francisco 1 
1~3. San Francisco Conference 1 
1~4. Scientists 1 2 1 
1'25. Sea Power 1 
1'26. Second Front 1 
127. Secretariat 1 
128. Secretary of State s 
129. Security CoUi.'lcil 1 10 5 1 14 5 2 
U50. Selective Service Act % 1 
131. Shintoism 1 
132. Siegfried Line 1 
155. Smi th-Conna.l.:cy" Strike Bill 1 
154. South American Republics 1 
155. Spanish american War 1 
156. Speaker of the House 1 
157. Spitfires 1 
158. Suicide At tacks 1 
159. Supreme Court 
140. Tart-Hartley Bill 1 
-----=-~--==-- -=-=---:::::= - -=-----
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A B c D E F G H I J 
141. Third Front 1 
142. Tota.li tarian 1 
143. 'Total War11 1 
144. Trans-Siberian Rai1wa7 1 
145. Treat7 of Versailles 1 1 
146. T .N.T. 1 1 
147. Trusteeship Council 1 1 
148. U-Boat 1 1 1 
149. Uncle Sam 1 2 
150. Unconditional Surrender 1 
151. •united States of Europe.r 1 
1S2. Universi t7 of Chicago 1 
153. V-1 1 
154. v~~e 1 
155. Versailles Peace Conference 1 
156. V E Day 1 3 
157. Wagner Act 1 
158. War Crimes 1 
159. War Criminals 1 
160. West Wall 
161. West Point 2 
16'2. White House 1 
165. ~orld Conquest 1 
164. w.w. 1 
==---~-=-~.::--:-
165. W.W. I 
166. W.W. II 
167. W .W. III 
168. •Yankee Clipper"' 
==---- ---- ~=== 
A B C D E F G B I ~ 
7 1 5 4 12 4 5 8 1 
12 s 17 11 51 14 4 15 21 1 
1 
1 
,.1.,.,8 L _\_)( 
TABLE NO. XX 
TOTAL NUMBER OF :DIISCELLANEOUS ITEMS LISTED 
BY EACH OOOK IN ORDER OF FREQUENCY 
BOOK E 174 
BOOK F '11 
BOOK D 76 
BOOK I 69 
BOOK H 68 
BOOK C 61 
rooK .1. 50 
:OOOK B 41 
BOOK G 30 
BOOK J 20 
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CHAPrER IV 
Conclusion 
The general conclusion can best be drawn by making a 
brief Slllllll1S.rY ot the textbooks under consideration • . F.ach 
book bas individual characteristics, .and these can best be 
shown by a Blll'llJilarY. 
BOOK A 
This volume begins :with a detailed account of the 
events leading up to the Second World War. It is in third 
position in regard to the number of events, persons men-
tioned and nationalities, and then drops to fourth posi-
tion in the number ot dates and total number ot words deal-
ing .with World War II, and ti:rth place in the number or 
places and organizations.. Only one book contains a smaller 
munber ot coun.tries than this text. This book contains five 
pictures and two maps. A very small amount ot material is 
found under additional ,activities for the students, with 
only a few questions to be answered. No books are listed 
tor reference or further study. 
BOOK B 
This book covers the causes ot World W.s.r II, and bas :a 
good S'UllllliEU'Y ot the material dealing with this war. Ma.ny 
books are listed, same tor reference and others tor general 
I 
II 
reading. None ot the elective activities tor the students 
dee.l directly with World War II. There are no pictures in-
eluded in this volume. This text has two maps. This book 
is below average :as it is in sixth place in the number o-r 
dates and seventh place in the number ot places and organiza-
tiona, 8lld drops to eighth place in the number or countries 
mentioned. 
OOOK C 
This book omits some of the causes of World War· II, 
but the following appears in the text: "It is not the pur-
pose of this book to tell completely: the causes that led to 
the Second World War." This book contains excellent mate-
rial under the heading "Working with History and Geographyt' 
:which appears at the close of the treatment of the war. 
This volume is in second place in the number ot persons. 
It occupies third position in the total number ot words 
dealing w1 th World War II and the number ot places mentioned. 
It drops to fourth position in the number of nat i onalities, 
pictures and organizations, and is in fifth position in re-
gard to the number ot countries, dates and events. This 
book includes two maps. 
BOOK D 
This volume is in second place in the number ot maps 
-8lld fourth in the number of places. It is in fifth place 
in the number of pictures, ,snd sixth in the number of words 
II 
II 
about World War II and organizations. Nationalities, 
personalities and. events are in seventh, eighth .and 
ninth positions respectively. This is the only book 
to mention Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt. This text has 
one ot the best sections tor student activities, and it 
is outstanding in tbat it bas a World Background Chart, 
biography notes and :a gl.osss.ry. 
:ooaK E 
This text presents one ·of' the most complete pictures 
of the Second World War of' any of the books i-n thi·s st\U'cy. 
It gives a thorough treatment to the causes leading up to 
the war. This volume appears first in total number ot 
:words -about World War II, persons mentifl!led• nationalit}es, 
dates and organizations. It is in second place in regard 
to the number of' maps and events, and occupies third posi-
tion in the number of' countries and pictures. 
BOOK F 
This is the only book to include the Civil War in Spain 
under the events leading up to the Second World War. It oc-
cupies first place in the ntmJ.ber of' events and pictures, and 
drops to second position in relation to the number of words 
dealing with World War II, nationalities, organizations and 
countries. It has a good section on activities tor the stu-
dents. 
I 
I 
li 
I 
1\ 
I 
,, 
II 
I 
II 
A brief treatment is given to the events leading up 
to the attack on Pearl Harbor, and then goes into greater 
detail. This book bas a fair amount of suggested activi-
ties for the students. This text is below average, and it 
bas only two pictures and no maps. It occupies seventh 
place in the number of events recorded and nationalities 
mentioned. Then it drops to ninth place for organizations 
and dates. It is in tenth pl.e.ce for nwnber of places :and 
personalities. This book contains a good gener.al bibli-
ography. 
This text bas an excellent account of the events lead-
ing up to World War II. It is the only book to include the 
Russian Revolution under the causes leading up to the Second 
World War. This book bas four maps .which is the greatest 
number found in any of the volUJl!es. It occupies second place 
in the number of pictures, .:and then drops to fifth. place in 
the number of words dealing with the war. It is sixth in the 
number at countries and events. It occupies eighth place ill 
nationalities, orga.niza.tiona, dates and places. There are 
many activities for the students. This book also includes 
a summary of important dates, aDd has a section called "Liiik-
ing the Past with the Present". This text has an interesting 
section on the various types at maps and their use. 
l300K I 
This book begins :with an overview and then treats 
the events lea.di:cg up to World War II. There is a great 
deal or material listed· for student activities. This 
volume occupies second place in the number ot maps, and 
third place in the number of dates. It then drops to fifth 
position in regard to persons, nationalities and pictures. 
The number of words dealing with the war .and events are in 
s~venth and eighth positions respectively. 
BOOK J 
This book gives practically no background to the Second 
World War. This text bas one of the poorest treatments of 
World War II found in any or the books under .analysis. It 
includes two pictures and no maps. No student activities 
which deal directly with World War II are included in this 
volume. SurprisiiJgl.y, this text is in first place in the 
number of countries, and fourth position on dates. It then 
drops to ninth place in the number of places, and tenth posi-
tion in the number ot words dealing with the war and nation-
alities. The chapter dealing with World War II is the only 
one in this book which does not include a list of books f'or 
further study and reference. 
General Conclusions 
1. The texts are in agreement that World War II was 
global in nature. 
2. The texts agree that although World War II began 
either with the entry of German troops into Poland 
or the declaration of war by England and France 
against Gema.ny, the roots go deep into the past. 
3. Maps are important in the teaching of history. The 
authors of eight of the ten books under analysis in-
elude at least two and several have a greater number. 
4. Pictures are of definite value in the field of history. 
Book B is the only text that does not include any pic-
tures. The other nine books have a total of eighty-
two pictures. 
5. It would appear that too many dates are recorded in 
the texts selected for this study. One hundred and 
sixty different dates are recorded in all of the ten 
texts, but the authors of these books are in agree-
ment on only two of these dates. 
6. Many events occurred during this war, but there is 
no general agreement by these authors as to which are 
most significant. 
7. All ot the texts under analysis present some material 
on World War II. Several books include more inclusive 
presentations than others, and it is apparent that some 
··1' ~.- r:::) \ .tt· 
of the texts were revised hastily to include World 
War II. 
a. There is a wide variation in the presentation of the 
war in each book. 
9. Historians will be in a better position in future 
years to evaluate the importance and the social sig-
nificance of this war. 
-nrAj ) . : e 
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